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Police Beat
Sept. IS
12:34 a.m. Murray State Police

from Paducah, Ky.• for a pas·
senger not wearing a seatbelt.
1:37 a.m. Murray State Police at
Chestnut and 16th streets
arrested Kurt Stafford, nonstu·
dent from Paris, Tenn.• for first
degree driving with a DUI suspended license, not wearing a
seatbelt and having an open
container.

at Franklin College issued a
citation to Jacob Huff, sopho·
more from Utica, Ky.• for possession of drug paraphernalia.
10:40 p.m. Murray State Police
at Main Street issued a citation
to Nicky Jetton. nonstudent
from Murray. for a child not in
a safety seat and an expired 2:28 a.m. Murray State Police
insurance card.
at Coldwater Road issued a
ll;43 p.m. Murray State Police citation to Brandon Elkins,
' at 16th and Farmer streets junior from Almo, Ky., for
' issued a citation to Deandre careless driving and not having
Ash. nonstudent from Murray, a motorcycle license.
for failure to illuminate their 8:SS p.m. Murray State Police at
license plate and having no dri- ' 16th Street issued a citation to
vers license.
Jarred Hall, junior from Paduc·
ah, Ky., for diSregarding a traffic control device and not hav·
12:26 a.m. Murray State Police ing proof of insurance.
at Olive Boulevard and Broach lO:SO p.m. Murray State Police
!'street issued a citation to at 16th·and Ryan streets issued
Tyler Brockman: junior from a citation to Kory Savage,
1
Murray. for not wearing a seatbelt freshman from Clinton. Ky.,
1:12 a.m. Murray State Police at for not wearing a seatbelt.
16th Street issued a citation to ll;07 p.m. Murray State Police
William Robinson, sophomore at 16th and Farmer streets

Sept.20

Sept.l9

Now Playing
Cinema International
•••

"Paprika" (Japan):
Oct. 9-ll

"Here" (Canada):
Oct. 16-18
~o

Bad in Sight" (USA):
Oct. 23·25

Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

Comino Up

•Oct 3: Women's vatleyball vs. Eastern INJ.
nols; 7 p.m~ Racer Arena. free
lf you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail infonnation to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wednesdays at noon. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

issued a citation to Kelsi Kuyk· someone reading their e·mail.
September 24
endall, freshman from Carmi, An officer took a report for
~
p.a.
A Student at Fast Track
Ill .. for failure to illuminate her unauthorized access of a com·
license plate, not having a dri· putcr.
~ to Racer htrol that a mal~
ver's license and no proof of . 4:46 p.m. Following a call
'SUb~ in a batman suit was scaring
insurance.
reporting the smell of Marijuana
people. Subject gone upon officer
on the 2nd floor in Hart College.
arrival
Murray State Police arrested
12:18 a.m. Murray State Police Scott Miles, freshman from
at Coldwater Road issued a Wildwood, Mo., for trafficking a · 7Zl p.m. A caller from Carr 12:41 a.m. Murray State Police
citation to Chanlee Moss, non· controlled substance within Health reported a burning smell at Pockets issued a citation to
student from Benton, Ky.• for a 1.000 yards of school, possession in the women's locker room. Anna Garland, senior from
passenger not wearing a seatbelt. of drug paraphernalia in the first Murray Fire Department and Murray, for disregarding a traf12:59 a.m. Murray State Police degree and possession of alcohol Central Plant were notified. The fic control device and failure to
at the Howton Agricultural Engl· by a minor. Murray State Police smell was from a pizza oven in illuminate her rear license plate.
neering Building issued a cita· also arrested Alexander Scherer, the equipment room. There was ll:4S p.m. A caller from Fast
tion to Ethan Bauer, freshman freshman from louisville, Ky., no smoke or fire.
Track requested an officer
from Louisville. Ky .. for failure for possession of marijuana and ll;48 p.m. Murray State Police regarding a male subject who
to illuminate his license plate, possession of drug parapherna· at 16th Street issued a citation ran out of the building with
and no proof of insurance card. lia in the first degree. Murray to Hamad Mohammed Al- several items. An officer took a
10:46 p.m. A caller from Col· State Police issued a citation to Tamrah, graduate student report for unlawful taking
lege Courts reported a fire Kenneth Flintroy, freshman from Murray. for disregarding
under $300.
extinguisher exploded in an from Louisville, Ky .• for posses· a stop sign.
apartment. Central Plant and sion of marijuana and drug paraMotorist assists - 2
Housing were notified. An offi- phernalia in the first degree.
9:36 a.m. A caller from Oakley
cer took a report.
Applied Science Buildin~
I
I.
• 11:31 ~ Murray State Police at reported that someone had Mia WQlters compiles Police
12:28 p.m. A subject at Public 16th Street issued a citation to Eric passed out. Emergency Med· Beat with materials provided by
Safety requested to speak with Mcclure, freshman from Murray, ical Services was notified. The Public Safety . Not all disan officer about problems with for not wearing a seatbelt
patched calls are listed.
subject refused transport.
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Sept.22

Sept. 23

WELCOME TO BRINN'SI
Complete Automotive Service & Repair Garage
VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE
OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 4 YEARS

Murray State University

-CerHfled mechanics on duty
-Computer diagno::
st;;
ic~s;;;.;;~=---~=::=...........- 1~

-Brakes, tune-URS ,~!tes

Wednesday· April9 ·4:00PM
Thursday· April1 0·4:00PM
Freed Curd Auditorium

"~l

-Mechanical

repairs ·---=-~
~ ..........._

Come discover why the Disney College
Program is an opportunity you just can't miss!

___

·-Gas & diesel oil chanq es
Are you a college student who is looking for:

.

-A/C seNice & repairs~ ,'
.

(
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Y A paid internship opportunity that will stand out on a

resume?

\

: -Pick up &delivery available

A chance to build your resume and gain real-world
experience with a world-renowned company?

f

A custom-designed learning curriculum that could earn
you college credit?

~'/

.\

l -Come by for frequeQt buyk r card
t

)

•

Y An opportunity to meet people from around the world,

FREE ESTIMATES

make lifelong friends, and have fun?

I
The Golden Rule Is Our Policy! 1
Mon.-Fri.

8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

BRINN 'S

Sat.
8 a.m. - Noon

QUALITY SERVICE & LUBE, INC
507 S. 12th St.

270-759-0003

Can't make our presentation? View our online E-presentation
disneycollegeprogram.com/epresentation
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Across Campus

Student Government Association spollsors mock election
Clayton Vertrees

to encourage voting numbers
among college students, especially across the state of KenA metallic squeak follows a
tucky at the colleges, he has
thick, cotton curtain's slide
and plans to tour.
across its overhanging bar.
''There are disturbing trends
Anxious eyes stare at yellowed
among voting rates for 18-24
buttons, trying to make sense
year olds and oringing in a
of the situation. Scanning
voting machine and encourag·
down a list a familiar name is
ing debate among students are
noticed and associated with a
activities which can help open
perpetual wise decision.
the eyes of college students,"
Immediately after the button
Hall said.
creeps inward, a cold chill
Based on correspondence
leaves your shoulders.
between himself and the StuCongratulations, on becomdent Government Association,
ing a first-time voter.
Hall. a veteran of collegiate
To encourage participation
mock elections. said gauging
in the 2008 election season,
student enthusiasm for voting
representatives from Kenmight prove difficult because
tucky Secretary of State Terry
of factors such as the location
Grayson's office came from
of the voting booths and supFrankfort to Murray State . port of a university's student
Thursday to host a mock elecgovernment association.
tion in the Curris Center
But considering the factors
Rocking Chair Lounge.
which often effect student
Booths informing students
mock election turnout, Hugh
about voter registration and
said, correspondence between
absentee ballots educated
himself and SGA signaled
Murray State's campus on
strong campus participation.
details concerning the voting
"At Murray State, we didn't
process and the importance of
run into any roadblocks
political involvement.
because the individuals that
Special Assistant to the Secran for office are in many ways
retary, Hugh Derek Hall
the ones organizing these
expressed enthusiasm about
events, and they understand
the mock elections' capacities
the value of voting and being
Staff writer

Lauren lanham Contributing photographer

Students participate in themock election, Thuursday in the Currls Center, and cast their votes electronically.

The News,
a day early.
Next week l!et
your News,
with a special
Menu section,
on Thursday.

. . . Air c..rter
9SO Soath 1Z Sb•t
(Bel-Air Ceater)

TERRAPIN
STATION

Marray, ltY 4Z071

Z7o-'7s.-.z•

Mon.-Sat. 10 a.rn.-7 p.m.

23rd Anniversary Sale
BEST SELECTION LOWEST PRICE

BUT· SELL · TRADE

NEW/USED CDS, LPS & DVDS
GYPSY ROSE CLOTHING - HIPPIE STUFF
INCENSE - POSTERS • HEMP JEWELRY - STICKERS - BOOKS

UVEBANDS
MURRAY'S BEST MUSIC STORE FOR 23 YEARS

engaged civically," Hall said.
SGA president Kara Mantooth, said she attributes the
response during the mock
elections, to the Curris Center's a central location on campus and high traffic area.
"I think the mock election is
an exciting time, not only
because it is the year of a presidential election, but also
because it is hosted on a college campus," Mantooth said.
"Especially on a college cam. pus, it is exciting to bear stu·
dents' discussions about the
issues, watching how people
show support for the candidates."
Ln many ways, Mantooth
said mock elections may also
help students become more
familiar with the voting
process, encouraging them to
vote in not only presidential
election, but also in races clos·
er to home.
Said Mantooth: "Hopefully
when students vote for a presidential candidate, they see the
impact of their voice and
decide to vote every election
year for local or state representatives."
Clayton Vertrees can be
reached at jamcS.l'ertrees@
murraystatc.edu.

" WANTED•I:
DOGS WITH
ARTHRITIS
GRADUATE THESIS STUDYING NEW SUPPLEMENT
NEEDS 40+ LBS. DOGS WITH MODERATE ARTHRITIS
FOR SIX-MONTH TRIAL
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
MORGAN BARNES
314-550-8463
MORGANNBARNES@GMAIL.COM

IT'S WORTH THE TRIP

88 pe.'l.cEnt of dltluna.':/ ~tate 5-tude.nti e.li:fu.'t Uied a deilfjnate.d d'lli:TE.'t
O'l chooit:. not to d'lmk.

MSlJ
custom screen pnntmg, embroidery
decals and lettenng

HOMECOMING IS 2WEEKS AWAY
PLACE YOUR ORDERS TODAY
1409 MAIN §1. 7594180
Next to Matt B's Pizza

Statistics from MSU Spring 2008 National
College Health Assessment (n=771).
For more information, contact Judy Lyle at
judy.lyle@murraystatc.edu or call 809-3809.

501 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-767-1627

11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
7 Days a week

314 Main St.
Hazel, KY 42049
270-492-6392

0
coc

We can take reservations for groups
up to 50 people.
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Oplaion Editor. A1aina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Bacterial Meningitis
Is it the University's responsibility to require students to get vaccinated for the deadly virus?
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News.
Fever, headache, stiff neck, nausea,
vomiting and disorientation are all common symptoms of the flu. Take a hot
shower, drink lots of fluids, sleep and
you'll feel better in no time.
But unfortunately for college students,
within 48 hours these symptoms could
progress into something much more serious and life-threatening.
Bacterial meningitis, or meningococcal
Bacteremia. is a bloodstream infection
characterized by the sudden onset of
fever, and in serious cases, red or purple
spots or blotches on the skin, according

to the U.S. Center for Disease Control.
Living in crowded dorms with large
numbers of people increases the chance
of contracting the disease because it is
transmitted through direct contact with
oral secretions, such as saliva. The
amount of coughing, sneezing and kissing
that goes on in a residential college is
much higher than in a single family home,
just by population size.
Throw other risk factors into the mix
like sharing drinking glasses, utensils and
the exposure to second-hand smoke - it's
no wonder cases of bacterial meningitis
in college students are on the rise.
Kentucky law requires post-secondary
students to receive the meningitis vacci-

nation or sign a waiver after reading
information about the risks of meningitis.
Remember signing a piece of paper
telling you all the horrible effects of
meningitis and that you were at a higher
risk of contracting in while living in the
dorm? That's because it is state-mandated all students living in residential colleges at Murray State are aware they are
at risk.
Unlike many other contagious fatal diseases, like AIDS or SARS, bacterial
meningitis is completely preventable.
Still, many college students don't
receive the vaccine before entering college.
We're not talking about the flu or the

Stand alone

common cold. We're talking about coma,
loss of limbs and death.
There really isn't a good reason not to
get it. The highest possible price for the
vaccine in Kentucky is $107, which is
small compared to hospitalization or
funeral costs.
Students 18 or younger are eligible for
the Kentucky Vaccine Program, which
would reduce the cost to only $7. Even
non-residents are eligible for this program.
The Murray State News encourages all
students living on or off campus to
receive the vaccine.
It's just not fair to gamble with your life
and the lives of others.

what doyou think•••
should students beworriedabout bacterial meninQitis?
"No, I am not worried. I had spinal
meningitis at 20 months of age, and yes, I
have been vaccinated.''
Keith Rogers • fredonia. Ky.
senior
"Contracting bacterial meningitis has
never even crossed my mind. I've never
been vaccinated.''

Sarah Polivick • Murray, Ky.
junior
"I'm not worried about It and I do not
believe I've been vaccinated."

Josh Wyles • Paducah, Ky.
junior
Beth Muffett /The News

Letters

Your voice

High school sweethearts can survive into college years
On Sept. 19, '2006, I walked into the doors of
my old high school and there be sat on the steps
of the commons area, jacket fastened all the
way up and a smile from ear to ear. I walked
over; anxious for the surprise he bad promised
the afternoon earlier, not knowing what to
expect. Logan unzipped his jacket and there it
was - a white T -shirt decorated with blue fabric
paint that read "I love you" and on the back,
"Happy 4 Year Anniversary."
Jessica
Logan (Lo, as I like to call him) and I met at a
Nall
high school football game our eighth grade year
Jessica Nail is a
staff writer for the and have been in a relationship ever since.
When people ask me how long I have been
Murray State News
dating Lo, I prepare myself for the worst. I
know my answer of six years is sometimes
going to bring inquiry and skepticism while
other times it causes admiration and a false
sense of hope. But the question that always arises, whether people understand our relationship
or not, is "When are you going to get married?"
Even though some 19-year-olds in the world
may be ready to write their vows and head
down the aisle, I can't imagine anyone thinking
that just because I have committed myself to
someone for a little over half a decade, I am sufficiently prepared for a lifetime commitment.
It makes me wonder if young couples, especially those who have dated for a long period of
time, believe marriage should be the next step,
no matter their place in life.
I never imagined being pressured to start
buying Modern Bride magazine during my first
year of college. Does my relationship status
automatically heighten my maturity level or
advance my age?
If I am more concerned about the football

Q!~sD~
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E·mail: thenews,murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

thenews.oro

~

game this weekend or my humanities test next
Wednesday, could I really be ready to begin
worrying about house payments and being the
perfect wife?
It's not that I am in any way pessimistic - I do
believe in the fairy tale of high school (or middle school) sweethearts and I have every intention of being married •.. someday - but my
future plans aren't centered on the day I will
become "Mrs. Davis."
Lo and 1 have both decided that in order to
have a lasting (and healthy) relationship, our
focus is on ourselves and we simply support
one another. Ifl were to engage myself in every
aspect of his life and become "his better half"
instead of being the best I can be, I wouldn't
even know where to begin living my life.
Another question people often ask (especially people in a relationship) is, "how have you
stayed together for so long?" I explain to them
it hasn't always been pretty not even remotely
attractive. There have definitely been times
where I have looked back and said to myself, we
probably should have taken a break.
But then again, if it weren't hard and didn't
have its tough moments, I'm not sure if I could
appreciate the good or learn from my mistakes.
Despite the constant questioning of my marital status, I am able to walk proudly by the
bridal magazines lining the shelf at the supermarket and know J won't be tempted to start
planning the party of my life any time soon.
No matter what Lo has in store for me on our
six-year anniversary, one thing is for certain- it
will not be something overly expensive, characterized by "the four c's" or carry infinite
promises, and that's perfectly fine with me.

the news editorial board
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief · 809-6877

Robin Phelps
News Editor • 809-4468

Alalna Zanln
Opinion Editor • 809·5873

Whitney Harrod
Features Editor 809-5871

Alison t.tu9ler
Sports Editor • 809-4481
Erika Forberg
Advertising Manager • 809-4478
Misty Hays
Photography Editor 809-5878
Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809-2998

Columnist doesn't deftne the Separadon of
Church aad State
Dear Editor,

1

Alaina Zanin's article titled "Not All Americans
Believe in Jesus," begins with an emotional appeal to
the First Amendment, which she says allows her the
freedom to "write outlandish things" in her column on
a regular basis. Is this true? Afraid so.
But fortunately, it also allows reasoned resp~nses to
such outlandishness. This then is my exercise of that
same freedom, a response to Zanin's ill treatment of
her chosen subject.
The one thing that prompted this reply is an almost
flippant comment made about halfway through her
article: "Let's face it, religious doctrine isn't really
based in facts, science or logic. It's more about faith,
belief and tradition ... I would much rather have an educated, level-headed atheist running the country with
logic and fact, over an evangelical who makes decisions
based on faith or a gut feeling."
Here Zanin solves th~ great mystery of faith - debated by theologians for centuries - in a mere three sentences. Impressive. Someone should tell all of the brilliant philosophers, physicists, mathematicians, ·biochemists, biologists, cosmologists, sociologists and
other members of academia who still bold the now
obsolete position that faith is something more than
blind or that it mustn't run contrary to evidence.
Argument 101: define your terms. Zanin obviously bas
no concept whatsoever of faith or what it means to the
critically thinking believer. And if she really believes
the first sentence quoted, then she is also ignorant of
nearly all religious doctrine, especially Christian.
If she'd like to bother educating herself on these
things, I'd be happy to help. Perhaps she will be more
careful in the future.
-Kyle Whitaker, senior, Hopkinsville, Ky.

From the frOrt
(from top leH) Inside Israel photo by R1ck Burres/ The News. VolleybaU photo by Rick Burres/ The News,
video camera graphic by Misty Hays/The N~ws; {sidebar from top) Call of fame graphic by Misty
Hays/ Th~ News. Pledge of Allegiance graphic courtesy of ipledgeundergod.com; candles photo courtesy
of circleecandels.com; weather graphics by Kristen Miller/The News.· weather mformation courtesy
weather.com; computer mouse graphic by Kristen Miller/The News
-

The llurrav Stitt H~ strives to be the Urnmltv (OIIIn\UIIItts sourct lor inloi'IMtlon. OUr qoa!1s to prt$tnt that lnfor·
mat100 1111 lair i!lld unbiased IIIIIWt' and provide alrtt lnd llllfll forum for upresslon lnd debate
Tile llurrav Sidle News IS a des1qnated public forum. Student td1tors have author1ty to make all (onttnt df<l~ without
cens01ship or advancr. approval The paper offers a hands·on learnloo environl!lfnt lor students lntl!fested In journalism..Tllf
campus press Should be lrtt rrom c~ship ana advallCe approval of copy and Its editors should develop thetr editorial i!lld
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llrr.l copy Is lree. Add1!1onal copies are available lor 25 cents at 111 W1ISOII Hall
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Should 'under God' be in the pledge?

No

Yes
These are the
words of our
forefathers
Just about every day in
grade school, at the beginning
of class, all the students
would stand up to place their
right hand over their heart
and recite the Pledge of Allegiance. But just two simple
words started controversy
and the question was asked,
''Should the phrase 'under
God' be left in the Pledge of
Allegiance?" Yes.
Many citizens have frequently debated this issue
ever since the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals voted the
phrase "one nation under
God" renders the pledge
unconstitutional in June 2002.
.. Some Americans believe
this crosses the separation of
Church and State, bringing
religion into school systems
all across the country. But it
doesn't.
The pledge is a patriotic
exercise, not a religious one,
and the two words in the
pledge hardly alter it into a
Christian prayer.
The Supreme Court • itself
starts off every session with
the phrase "God save the
United States and this honorable court" and every dollar
bill we come into contact with
every day says "In God we
trust."
To remove the phrase from
thct pledge m~~s that e-..:ery-11
thing, such as. these and others, must go too.
The only reason that they
are around, is because of a
tradition that was started at
the dawn of the country, and
we keep these traditions
around to pay respect to the
ones who began it, not
because we derive from
Christianity.
"Under God" does not refer
to a religious icon in which
we must all worship, but
instead it refers to a historical
fact of what our founding
fathers believed, and the
pledge gives respect to them,
our country and its symbol,
not a savior. No one is obligated to say the Pledge of Allegiance at school.

'Under God'
unnecessary
in pledge

Joey
Skaggs
freshman
f rom
M urray

We aren't aiming to brainwash little kids here, but
instead try to teach them
about patriotism and how to
show respect to the country
in which they live.
I myself am not a very religious man, but I was never
offended when reciting the
pledge in school. nor did I
ever feel the urge to run out
and become a Christian.
I always believed it to be an
American thing, which is
what it is. School children
really don't pay enough mind
to the issue to care.
They do, however, understand they don't learn their
religion from school; they
learn from their family and
their churaiea~Sunday.
It's the parents' duties to
teach their children religion if
that is what they wish, and if
they oppose to "Under God"
that much in the pledge, they
should just tell the kids not to
recite the pledge in school if
they find it that big of a deal.
No harm, no foul.

Should "under God" be,
left in the United States
Pledge of Allegiance?
The Pledge of Allegiance
is recited as an oath of loyalty to our nation, the United
States of America.
Originally written in 1892
by a Baptist minister, who
was removed from his
church due to his socialist
views, "under God" was not
originally apart of the
pledge.
It was not untill954, when
the phrase "under God" was
added after "one nation,"
maybe due to the fact the
U.S. was in the middle of the
Cold War with Russia, who
advocated atheism.
Knowing tqjs, is the
pledge an oath lo our country or to our God?
With this being the official
pledge of U.S. citizens.
every person is required to
say it and in doing so, a person is taking an oath to
"God," a "God" that many
people in this nation either

The candidate's YIIWS
Mccain: ·1 would probably have to say yes, the Constitution established the Unit·
ed States of America as a Christian nation. I think the number one issue that peo·
pie should use to make their selection for president is • wlll this person carry on
the Judeo-Christlan principled traditions that has made this nation the greatest
experiment in the history of man kind."

Obama: ·uberalism teaches us to be tolerant of other peoples religious beliefs so
lonq as those beliefs don't causeanyone harmor infringe on another's right to
believe differently."·
Source: www.youtube.com

Dealing with
the distance

Ben
Brazzell
freshman
fro m
Clinton, Ky.
do not worship or choose
not to recognize. Many religions such as Hindu, Islam,
Buddhism and those that
have no religion fall this category.
Clearly stated in the First
Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution,
"Congress
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise there of; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right
of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of
grievances."
This prohibits the establishment of a national religion or the preference of
one over another or nonreligion.
For centuries, Americans
have debated whether or
not public schools should
require students to recite
the pledge. It is an oath to
our country, solidarity and
patriotism, not necessarly to
the God Almighty.
Technically, schools are
government agencies that
receive funding from the
Federal Government as
authorized by Congress,
therefore public school policies should be held to the
same standard of secular
separation as the rest of the
government.
If school children are
required to recite the Pledge
of Allegiance as currently
written, they are required
by a government entity to
pledge allegiance to the religion of Theism - the belief
in a God - and monotheism
- the belief in one God. •
This goes against everything stated in the First
Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution.
It is my belief, as a multicultural nation, our nation's
oath should not be one that
offends a large portion of
the people that inhabit this
country.

1

1

Inside the Office

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.
Amanda
Crider

Ashley
Edwards

Staff
writer

Editor-inChief

"With all the businesses and
institutions failing, the country,s
economic situation makes me
nervous about fmding a job after
graduation.,

Kyle
Rodgers
Staff
writer

"I'm really worried about the
"Not, yet. 0ur country has faced
current economic state, especially •
times like these before and things
gas prices. I usually take road
have turned out all right.
trips almost every weekend, but
I'll have to wait and
lately these gas prices have been
see what happens,
keeping my car parked at borne.,

I miss holding hands.
I miss Friday dute
night. I miss kisses and
hugs - no, the XOXO
kind don't count. I
miss my partner-incrime, my best friend
and just being held.
No, my boyfriend
Alaina
didn't dump me. No.
he didn't die in a fatal
Zanin
sky diving accident.
He just lives a mere 589 miles away from
Murray, and has for the past three years.
As collegc students, we give up a lot
when we make the decision to attend
school for another four years beyond the
government requirement. We say tearful
goodbyes to our pets, family, friends and
hometowns in hopes that we'll obtain the
life skills to make a successful transition
into adulthood.
But what about the boy or girl back
home who has you head over heels?
Well. couples making the transition
from high school to college have a few
options: go to the same school, let it go or
make it work.
Ask anyone who has ever been in one,
long-distance relationships are not easy.
As a seasoned long-distance relationship
veteran (three plus years), I've learned
first hand and also observed what makes
some long-distance relationships work
and why some just don't.
First, do a relationship assessment. Ask
yourself: Do I trust this person? Am 1
trustworthy? Can I be honest? How committed do I really want to be? How com·
mitted are they?
If you are already having problems and
second thoughts about your relationship,
putting miles between you will not solve
them. Distance will only amplify the
problems you already have.
If you have a jealous boyfriend or girl·
friend, a long-distance relationship will
not work.
Look for red flags: yelling, screaming
and violence are not normal reactions to
going to a party. No college-age student
should be made to feel guilty about going
out on a Friday night.
You are attending different colleges for
a reason - to experience college. Not to
sit in your dorm room all night, hugging a
9 X 12 picture of your significant other,
watching "The Notebook" and crying. If
you feel like your significant other is
holding you back, they probably arc, and
that is not healthy.
Really. the most important question
you have to ask yourself is: is this person
really worth it?
If the answer is yes. then here is some
advice, from someone who's been
through it, to make those miles seem a little shorter.
• The beauty of technology. All college
kids are overbooked, but flnd times to
connect that work for both of you. Invest
in Web cams and more cell phone min·
utes. Just a quick e-mail or text can make
the distance a little more bearable.
• Vaykay to see your baby. Set up trips to
see each other so you can look forward to
time together. Being apart more than six
weeks at a time is really hard, but doable
(conveniently, most college schedules
have breaks that often).
• Change happens. Most students go
through dramatic life changes during
their college years. so be ready for
changes in yourself, your partner and
your relationship. Interests. ideology and
maturity are things that can change a
relationship dramatically. You gotta be
able to roll with it or roll on out.
• Don't cheat. Whatever you may have
been told, even if you're in different area
codes - it still counts. Think before
unzipping. because your actions may
have more serious consequences than
you realize. Remember once you start
being dishonest, it's over, offlcially or not.
What the other person doesn't know will
come back and bite you in the rear.
• Know when to quit. If it really isn't
working, your interests have changed or
your feelings arc gone, don't hang on to
something that isn't there. Let them go;
you both will be happier in the end.
Distance takes effort, but if they are
really worth it - it won't be that hard.
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please indude hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turried in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.o~g.
~ L-~~~~----~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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Across campus

BE SAFE:students discuss,
attend trials, performances
Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor
Shouts rang out in the darkness
of Mason Hall Auditorium: "It wasn't my fault," "He raped my baby"
and "Laughter is for free people," as
the Women's Center shed some
light on th e impact of rape
Wednesday.
About 80 students and staff gathered in the stadium-style auditori."
urn for the annual reader's th eatre
performance "Are you Afraid of the
Dark?" a component of Be Safe
week.
With black sheets over the windows and various lamps situated
around the auditorium floor, the
only other light came from the red
glow of the exit signs.
"This is your opportunity to really be sensitized to the reality of
rape," Jane Etheridge, director of
the Women's Center, said in the
introduction. "This is a series of
powerful
monologues.
each
expressing different perspectives
of rape and sexual assault. how
healing from victimization is possible and how education can change
attitudes and behavior."
What followed were monologues
performed by actors in all black
clothing, sitting around the auditorium floor next to the lamps. When

University
teams with
community to
improve, offer
mUSic seMces
•

•

it came time for their monologue,
they switched on their lamp.
"Sex and violence arc two words
that do not belong in the same sentence," narrator Rcbbie Edmonds,
senior from Garfield, Ky., said at
the opening.
The first performance alternated
between a man and a woman
describing their different points of
view of their evening together.
There was also a monologue
about child sexual abuse, a male
victim of rape, a mother whose
daughter was raped, the father of
the accused boy, a fraternity member who sees his friend become a
victim by one of his brothers, a rape
victim talking to his or her rapist, a
man realizing that he raped some·
one and a rape victim discussing
how she "learned things the hard
way." There was also a monologue
that reappeared several times about
a stalking victim.
Kimberly Rose, junior from
Hardinsburg, Ky.• sat in the second
row during the performance.
"I've never experienced anything
like that personally, but I have several people around me who have,"
she said. "To see all that come at
you full force, with such power and
meaning, and from so many differ- '
ent perspectives, it really just grabs
you."

AshleeCobb
Contribu ting writer
"The hills are alive with the sound
of music," or at least the Murray
State Campus is alive with the start
of the Community Music Project.
The Community Music Project is
a county-wide event hosted by Murray State Music Department faculty.
The goal of the program is to reach
children of all ages throughout the
community and improve their musical capabilities.
"We want to be a resource to the
community; we have things to offer
public school students," Pam Wurgler, Music Department Chair, said.
"Not only are we a University music
department, we also have these outreach programs for people in the

Students plant for service
The South Asian Americans Leading
Together organization and Indian Student Association will host "Be the
Change" at S p.m., Oct. 2 on the comer of
16th and Main streets.
In honor of Mohandas Gandhi's 139th
birthday, the association will kick-off its
community service project with a tree
planting ceremony.
University President Randy Dunn will
serve as a guest of honor at the event.
In addition, the ceremony will recognize the Backpack Program through
Needline.
Attendees are encouraged to bring a
non-perishable snack item to help feed
the hungry children of CaJloway County.
A volleyball tournament will follow
the event at 6:30 p.m. in the Carr Health
gymnasium.
Krist(>n

Mill~r!Jhf•

New>

DurronBailey, freshman fromMemphis, Tenn.• performsIn themock rape trial, "No Wit·
ness," Monday in Wrather Museum Auditorium. As a part of BE SAFE week, 12 random
students from the audience were chosen to act as jurors in a rape trial to determine
the quilt or Innocence of an alleged rapist.
A cornerstone of BE SAFE week
is awareness, which Rose said she
thought was evident in the performance.
"Awareness is the key to solving
this problem," she said. "Awareness
from men, awareness from women,
awareness from the rapists and
awareness from the victims. From
all sides, in every possible way,
awareness is it."
"Arc You Afraid of the Dark?"

was one of several parts of BE
SAFE Week.
Other events from the week
included a mock rape trial. a film
and discussion, the Think RED, Go
Green project, a candlelight vigil
and the Clothesline Project opening ceremony.
All events were sponsored by the
Murray State Women's Center.

Mia Walters can be reached at
mill.wa/ters@murray5tatc.cdu.

community. (These classes) arc
something that (the students)
wouJdn't lind in public schools."
The Community Music Project
provides three different classes for
the children to participate in: the
Suzuki Piano Program, which teaches young children to play the piano,
the Music Time Child Development
class, for infants and toddlers up to
five years old, which strengthencs
bonds between parent and child and
the Murray String Project, which
gives children the chance to learn
various string instruments.
Many studies show the first four
years of children's lives are critical
for development, according to an
article Larissa K. Scott, published in
MGcneral Music Today" magazine.
Children's engagement in their

Doggie spa cares for pets
The Animal Health Technology Program's Pre Veterinary club and the
Humane Society of Callqway County will
host a "Doggie Day Spa" from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Saturday at Carmen Pavillion
located on College Farm Road across
from Calloway County High School.
The spa will offer baths. nail trims, ear
cleanings and microchipping.

Fact Book released online
The 2007-2008 Fact Book is available
online through the University's main
Web site.
Students, faculty and staff can access
school year statistics through the site.

culture, including music, provides a
window of opportunity for later
learning. Engaging children's minds
is exactly what the program intends.
"Each class is designed to foster a
child's creative capabilities and to
increase necessary skills such as ~tu·
dent to teacher interaction, discipline and necessary listening skills,"
Christy D · Ambrosio, Suzuki Piano
instructor, said. "Learning the music
nnd performing the recital also gives
the children a sense of accomplishment."
The Suzuki Piano program is
based on the teaching method
designed by Dr. Shinichi Suzuki, of
Japan, teaching young children to
play the piano through listening.
Students havo a weekly ptivate
lesson with a recital at the end of

each semester. The cost of this program is $16 for a half hour lesson,
and will run for 10 weeks.
The Murray String Program is
held in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at Murray State and will run
for 14 lessons each semester. This
program takes children age three to
adults and teaches them the fundamentals of various string instruments.
Classes will begin enrollment in
the spring semester.
Michell's music time class. 0'
Daniel's string class and the Suzuki
program will take new students.
Those interested in enrollment
for the classes may contact Mary
Thurmond at 809-4288•

Ashlce Cobb can be reached at
ashlce.cobb@murraystate.cdu.
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Technology supports hurricane victims
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
In the aftermath of the recent hurricane
crises in Louisiana and Texas, technology
developed at Murray State played a crucial
role with emergency management and
response teams.
Mark Garland, communications rt:searcher
with the Center for
Telecommunicat ions ,
•
G
Systems Management, Hurncane ustave
said a few years ago had evacuees flown
Mu r ray St ate was from New Orleans
subcontr~cted_ with to Louisville We
the Untvcrstty of
·
Louisville to develop ended Up responda Man-Portable lnt~r- ing to lOUiSVille tO
Opera~le
Tacttle assist Emergency
Operations Center.
"
MITOC was funded
Management.
by the Department of
Homeland Security
-Mark Garland
and was built as a
mobile command cenCommunications
ter during disasters.
Researcher
"Most of the work
was done at Murray
State because we had the labs and prototypes
needed," Garland said. "When the project was
finished after two years. the Department of
Homeland Security gave Murray State the
equipment used."
With the donated equipment, Garland's

Gustav had evacuees flown from New Orlems
to Louisville. We ended up responding to
Louisvllle, Ky., to assist Emergency Management."
Garland's team also responded to Hurricane
Ike by setting up a command center at Beaumont, Texas.
"We actually w\lrked at a FEMA Logistical
Aid Station," Garland said. "We also were the
staging area for a lot
of the response teams.
At one point we had
88 different users on
MITOC:
Man-Portable lnte· the system simultaneously and it continued
Operable Tactile
to work smoothly."
Currently. Garland
Operations Center
is working on the InciMETL:
dent
Management
Mobile Emergency Support System.
Telecommunications This is also a
Department of Home·
Lab
land Security funded
IMSS:
project, which is pro·
Incident Management jccted to take . ~ 0
years and $1.1 m1llion
Support System
to complete. For this
~..-_....__ _ _ _- - - l project, Murray State
will partner with the Kentucky Community
Technical College System and Elantcch a
Department of Defense contractor located in
Maryland.

Acronyms

Photo tourtcsy of M.uk Garl,mcl

This vehicle traveled to Texas as the Man-portable Inter-operable Tactile Operations Center to assist communities during and after the effects of Hurricanes Gustav and Ike.
team formed the Mobile Emergency Telecommunications Lab. METL is a completely selfsufficient large black suburban that acts as a
mobile laboratory for research.

Both of these projects were recently tested
outside the laboratory in a real disaster.
"We actually were asked to assist with the
hurricane response," Garland said. "Hurricane

Amand.1 Crider can be reacl1ed at

amanda.crider@murr.aystatc.edu

University goes green for homecoming plans, events
Halley Kercheval
Staff writer
Students and faculty con·
tinue their efforts of making
Murray State green.
With the success of Family
Weekend's recycling awareness program, Alumni Affairs
Coordinator Sabrina Mathis
and Ryan Hays, seni\lr from
Florence, Ky.. are now turn·
ing their attention to Homecoming Weekend's Tent City.
"We collected 15 pounds of
plastic bottles and 20 pounds
of aluminum cans from the
Family Weekend cookout to
recycle," Hays said. "I didn't
expect that many people to
get into recycling. I even wit·
nessed little kids throwing
their empty cans and bottles
into recycling bins rather
than trash cans. For them to

comprehend that recycling
makes a difference was really
cool to sec."
Hays said Family Weekend
was a baby step towards
implementing widespread
usage of recycling bins. Tent
City is now the focus of her
recycling awareness program.
Mathis said as of Monday
more than 50 campus organi·
zations were registered to
participate in Tent City, and
the numbers are still growing.
"All of the Greek organiza·
tions. residential colleges and
many other organi7.ations will
be represented at T~nt City
this year," she said. "Many of
the participating organizations will be selling food and
raffle tickets for prizes. I'm
also working on getting the
rock climbing wall from the
military science department

and inflatable bouncers for
kids."
Hays said even some of the
raffle prizes this year arc eco·
friendly.
uwc will be giving out
reusable shopping bags to
reduce usage of plastic bags,"
she said. "Also, J.C. Penney
donated organic salon prod·
ucts to raffle off."
Hays said her main focus is
getting a recycling bin at
every station in Tent City.
"I am working with Facili·
tics Management to get bins
at every tent," she said. "Right
now we have enough for
every other tent, but it really
depends on their budget. The
main thing is to have bins
available and to have them
labeled effectively. If they are
convenient then more people
will use them."

Hays said it is crucial for
people in this society to realize the importance of taking
care .of our environment.
"People need to get with
the program in environmental
awareness," she said. "It does·
n't take a lot of effort to help
the environment. Even little
steps can make a difference."
In addition to food and
prizes, Tent City will feature
entertainment unique to
Homecoming
Weekend.
Todd Hill. lecturer in music
at Murray State, puts together
a jazz band comprised of
Murray State alumni every
year.
"It's great to play with people who taught me when I
was a student and and these
guys are donating their time
to come play ... It's a nice
thing to give back," Hill said.

Photo courtP.sy o( Cindy Cripps

University President Randy Dunn plays trombone at the 2007 Tent City.
University President Randy
Access more information at
Dunn usually shows up to jam
the Murray State homepage
with the band on tmmbone,
for a link to the Homecoming
Hill said.
2008 a schedule of events and
Tent City is from 11 a.m. to. ;-full itinerary.
Ha iley Kerch eval can be
2 p.m. on Oct. lith at Stewart
Stadium and is free to the
rcach(.'Cl at hailey.kcrcheval@
public.
murraystatc.cdu
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·Stu ents
a vocate
: Students•
•
: faculty and
staff gather
In front of
the Curris
Center to
start marching last
• Thursday at
4p.m.

Members of Campus Activities Board, carry the Unity Fest banner in the the processional. Students carried
flags representing their different countries.

·I

StaB Report

I
I

~
~

The Campus Activities Board spearheaded the Murray State's annual Unity Fest.
Members of the Student Government Association, International Student organization. the Residential College Association, Black Student Council and several Greek organizations marched in support of campus unity.
"It's not unity just between races, but between cultures," SGA coordinator Jeanie Morgan said.
Students carried flags and marched in advocacy of the unity among ttll students. faculty and staff.
Said Morgan: "We're very fortunate, in a rural part of the state of Kentucky, to have students all over the world and
we need to embrace their cultures and usc this experience to make us well-rounded and diverse."

..

The campus community started at the Curris Center and marched throUCJhout campus ending at Winslow Dining Hall.

t!t
D)LLAR
500 S. 12th St. Suite C
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-6051
My family. My family dollar.

National flags stand in Winslow Dining Hall after the march Friday.
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Concrete caterpillars:
bomb shelters in the

(left) Ayouno Israeli
mother and her daughter
enjoy a city park In
Sderot, Israel, with anew
sense of security because
of the installment of a
nearby bomb shelter.
(above) Ayoung boy identifies the direction of
recent sniper fire on the
border of the Gaza Strip.
(right) Two young boys
and their mothers play at
a park In Sderot. Israel,
within safe distance of a
new bomb shelter.
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na
U.S. presidential candidates
view destruction first -hand
Story and photos by Rick Burres
U.S. Presidential candidate Sen. Barak Obama visited the shell-shocked town of
Sderot, Israel this summer. His opponent, Sen. John McCain, visited the same
town in :m c.trlier visit.
He was :u~companied by Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak and Fureign Minister Tzipi l.i~i. Livni might 1111 the shoes as the next Prime Minister of Israel.
Obama met briefly with Sderot mayor Eli Moyal before turning his attention to
the family of Aliza Amar. whose home was destroyed by a Kassam rocket last
December and is currently-being rebuilt.
The Amar family presented Obama with a gift and expressed their gratitude for
his concern. The morning of Obama's visit was also the morning concrete was
poured for the fmnilr home's nl~W bomb shelter.
Before leaving town, Obama took time to "press the flesh," greeting the crowd
gathered along the street.

Rick Burrl'S can be reached at richard.burres@murraystate.edu.

(top left) U.S. presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama visits
Amar family home in Sderot. Israel on July 23 to witness a
small part of the destruction resulting from the Arab-Israel Conflict. Sen. John McCain made an earlier visit to the family's home
as well.
(top right) Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak accompanies Sen.
Obama on his visit.
(middle left) The Amar family displays the remains of the Kasam
rocket that destroyed their family home.
(middle right) The Amar family spends time together during Sen.
Barack Obama's visit.
(bottom left) Aneighbor brings a picture of the aftermath of the
attack on the Amar family home as a gift for Sen. Obama.
(bottom right) This Is what is left of the Amar family's home
after a Kasam rocket destroyed the structure.
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An Israeli border guard checks a Palestinian man's passport before allowino him entry via the Erez Crosslno Into Israel.

Soldiers at a tank base located on the border where Egypt. Israel and Gaza meet at the Gaza strip
stand ready to be called for action.

Students at Saphr ColleQe, located outside of Sderot. Israel, walk past the central bomb shelter on campus.

Israel Defense Force soldiers man an outpost on the Gaza Strip In southern Israel.

This fence separates the Gaza Strip from Israel.

The heavily armed border between Gaza and Israel makes life dangerous for all people because of military Incursions by both sides of the Arab-Israel conflict.
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battle for coveted "red belt~
the 67th time, the Racer football team met up with the
Kentucky Hilltoppers.
And for the 35th time, the Hilltopper:; came out on top.
Mur ray State played Western Saturday at the revamped
q uu<;JLJCJ"' Industries-L. T . Smith Stadium in Bowling Green, Ky.
Ul•••t-••rn continued its victory streak in the battle for "The Red
with a 50-9 win.
Although Murray State had more possession time than Westthe Toppers were able to penetrate more efficiently and
out on top.
less than five minutes of game time, Western kicker Tanner
,..,.w,.rt put the ball between the uprights for a 30-yard field goaL
a quick Murray State drive, sophomore quarterback Chris
,..,......,....... threw the first of his four interceptions, giving Western
advantage.
It wasn't long before WKU's Jarad .Johnson ran the ball from
two-yard line for the game's first touchdown, putting Weston top 10· 0.
Siewert kicked a successful 42-yard field goal, after Murray
State's sophomore cornerback Harry McCall batted down a

w.~..t.~rn

Sophomore Chris Franklinjumped Into the starting quarterback position
fOr the Racers In Saturday's game against Western Kentucky University.
+-

potential touchdown for the Toppers.
In response, Murray State's senior safety Will Werner had his
second interception for a touchdown this season. Running the
ball 54 yards into the end zone, much like his 76-yard touchdown
run against Lamhuth in the season opener.
"Defensively we played well," Head Coach Matt Griffin said at
Monday's press conference. "I give our kids a lot of credit.
They're healthy because they fight, and they fought hard
throughout the course of that game. This game· was just more
miscommunication than we've had all year."
With the Racers close behind, Western extended its lead to 206 when quarterback David Wolke snuck in from the twa-:yard
line. With 7:42 left in the first half, Western's Blake Boyd picked
off one of Franklin's passes and scored, running for 25 yards.
Western returned to the field in the second half ready to play,
as Siewert completed another field goaL
Murray State mirrored the three points as freshman Kienan
Cullen made the last change to Murray State's side of the scoreboard with a 24-yard field goal.
The Toppers pulled away after that, putting two more touchdowns on the board in the third quarter with a one yard run for
Marell Booker and a 54-yard pass from Wolke to Quinterrance
Cooper.
Western's Andrew McCloud ran the ball in from the 18 yard
line for a touchdown, finalizing the game at 50-9 in front of
WKU's record breaking attendance of more than 22,260.
Defensively, Murray State junior linebacker Tamar Butler led
both teams in solo tackles with eight. Freshman wide receiverPatrick Robertson and sophomore wide receiver Daniel Ard
helped the receiving end with a total of 14 receptions, combining
with sophomore wide reveceiver Marcus Harris' three recep·
tions for a total yardage of 179 for the game. But it was Werner
with the Racer's only touchdown.
"There were a lot more good things than bad that happened,"
Griffin. who listened to the game via radio, said. "There are some
kids that on Sunday. obviously Chris [Franklin], hanging their hat
a little bit and as I told him you better not, there's no need to. I
know his efforts there. Certainly a couple of throws he'd like to
have back. He has grown. It's hard to bounce back after four
turnovers."
"Coming back into conference play, I really want to see them
come out hungry," Griffm said. "1 want to see them come out and
play to win. At 1·3 I think everyone's biggest concern is their psyche."
Griffin said he specifically worked with the offensive line, by
cleaning things up. to better prepare the team for tomorrow's
game.
)~i.)~.•
!:UT Martin! ia very '~fl:liffin said. "They play
~t~
~. cy'1iiW6 ~¥~mngs that they do. If you
1 ' can
oft
WP.f"31!i'fci.,tteep bringing it. If you
can't handle the pressure, they're going to keep bringing it, which
everyone should do, everyone does. They're running the ball
very well. They tackle well. Defensively they play as a team.
They play 11 guys, 11 assignments and that's great. Again, we've
got to get on track: running wise, until we do that it doesn't mat·
tcr who we play."
Griffin will appear again on the sidelines after his one-game
suspension when the Racers open OVC play at 6 p.m. tomorrow
against UT Martin at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Elizabeth johnson can be reached at clizabetha.johnson
mumlystate.edu.cdu.

Rick Burres/ The News

Due to Head Coadl Matt Griffin's suspension. defensive coordinator
Richard Naov stepped In as head coach.

-

¥olleyball defeats Eastern Dlinois 3-0
Tim MacAllister

Assistant Sports Editor
I

The Racer volleyball team ended one streak
and kept another going Tuesday.
The Racers ended their 20-set losing :;treak
with a 3-0 match win over the Eastern Illinois
University Panthers. Murray State also extended its six-match winning streak over the Panthers which dates back to the 2006 season.
~ The Racers got their first win of the season in
Ohio Valley Conference play. With the win, the
Racers tally their fourth win of the season and
look forward to their first home matches of the
season.The women ended a seven-game losing
skid after alterations in practice as well as the
starting line up.
"We've been working all week on blocking in
practice and we started to play better as a
team," sophomore middle hitter Sara Hayden
said. "We just came out today and clicked. we
played mote as a team."
Hayden highlighted the team performance
With 10 kills on 20 attempts with just one error.
With those stats Hayden also led the team in
~itting percentage with close to half .450.
Sophomore outside hitter Ashley Nenninger
added eight kills and a career high five blocks,
adding to the teams's total nine.
"Lately we've been blocking poorly," Head
Coach David Schwepkcr said. "When we're

l

t

blocking really strong, like we were tonight,
they have to either hit around us or over us and
then we can dig the ball."
The first set was back and forth between the
two teams until mid way through the match.
With the Racers in the lead 13-12, they caught
fire. The Racers went on an 8·1 run that was
capped off by a kill from sophomore outside
hitter Bccca Lamb that pushed the score to 2113. The two teams traded points until freshman
setter Jade Guo's service ace ended the match
and clinched the set for the Racers.
The second set was full of run.<; for the Racers. A 5-0 run early put the Racers on top 5-2.
The Panthers battled back with a 6-1 run of
their own but again the Racers took control and
forced the score to 13-10 in the Racers favor.
The two teams traded points until the Racers
ended the game with a 10-2 run. The team took
·
·
a 2-0 set lead with a 25-16 win.
The third set was a battle for the Racers. The
Panthers had the score tied 9-9 after trading
serves, but eventually allowed a 16-14 lead get
away. The women took advantage of this by
t'nding the match with
ll-0 run and prevailed in three straight sets with scores of25-17.
25-16, 25·16. The Racers recorded a hitting per·
centagc of .243 off 39 kills, 13 errors and 109
attempts. All the while allowing just a .068
attack percentage to the Panthers.
The next opponents for the team are Ohio

an

Valley Conference foes Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State. Eastern Kentucky is 1-2 in the
OVC while Morehead is atop the standings
with a 3-0 record in the OVC. Both teams also
have wins over Eastern Illinois.
"It should be a big advantage playing at
home," Schwepker said. "I think everybody is
comfortable at home, we're looking at a couple
point advantage over being on the road."
The Racers will face Eastern Kentucky on
Friday with gametime at 7 p.m. Saturday's
game will have the Racers facing off against
OVC top dog Morehead State, game time will
be at 2 p.m.

Tim MacAJJister can be reached at
timothy.macallister@murraystate.edu.

Racer home matches
• ~ 2~ - ElstlfJI Kerrtucky U(llver$ity t 7,p.m.
Sept ll · Morehtid State University t 2 p.m.
Sept 30 • SIU<arbondale • 7 p.m.
Oct Jl · SCiuaiiiSt fllisscul state University • 7 p.m.
Oct. 18 • Eastern IHinols university t 2 p.m.
Oct 21 · University of Tennessee Martin I 7 p.m.

Od. 31· Tennessee State Unlver:stty I 7 p.m.
Nov. 1 • Austin Peay State University t 2 p.m.
Nov.M · Jacksonville State University t 7 p.m.
Nov. 15 ·Tennessee Tech University t 2 p.m.

Sophomore middle hitter Sara Hayden ooes up for a
kill In amatch this fall.

The Sports Line
>>Rifle
Home-opener at Pat Spurgin
Rifle Range
Saturday
9 a.m. vs University of Tennessee
Martin

~-------~---....;.

>>Football
Youth NiQht at Roy Stewart
Stadium
Saturday
6 p.m. vs. University of Tennessee
' Martin

____ _

>>Men's Golf
MllfTIY state ltWbtlonallt Miller
tMol1l Golf con
&6lday
Afternoon; Pradke round

..
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Soccer ties Marshall
Welcome back to the triumphant return
of the 2-Minute Drill. After a 9-2 showing
last week. we look ahead to a week that
pr~mises to bring joy to the hearts of college football fans.
·
, This week we have some big games to
analyze as well as
·
some you may not
considered as big
games but carry
large implications.
We will start
with UConn at
Louisville. This is a
huge game in the
Big East
with
UConn in a good
MacAllister
po~ition to go 5·0
Assistant
and take the lead
Sports Editor
in what seems to
be a slightly weaker Big East conference.
Louisville is coming off of a long week and
a good-looking win over a decent Kansas
State team.
In the Atlantic Coast Conference Maryland travels to No. 20 Clemson. Maryland
looked woeful in a loss to Middle Ten'nessee State but like a premier team in a
.tQumping of California. Clemson could
Aot get things going against Alabama in
the frrst game of the year but have picked
things up since taking care of N.C. State

27-9.
The first of two big games in the Big
Ten this week is No. 9 Wisconsin at
Michigan. The Badgers have looked good
beating No. 25 r"resno State in Fresno and
beating opponents down with their size
and strength. Michigan has looked about
as bad as they could. If they have any
hopes of winning the Big Ten this year
they need to pull off the upset in "The Big
House".
The second game is a match up of "HD"
'and "Juice." "HD" is referring to the offensjve juggernautthat which is in high definition to opponents and fans. Penn State is
out scoring opponents by more than 40
points in every game this year. Juice
Williams is the quarterback that does it all
for the Fighting Illini. Williams is yet
another dual threat quarterback with his
ability to run and pass. This one could
turn into a shoot out in Happy Valley.
The Southeastern Conference also has a
couple of games that will help decide conference supremacy. Tennessee travels to
No. 15 Auburn, both teams are coming off
of. losses that they would like to forget.
Tennessee couldn't manage to keep up
with the Florida spread offense and
seemed to self-destruct. Auburn had LSU
on . the ropes last week in a primetime
game but couldn't keep their foot on the
Tigers neck and it came back to bite them.
· The last game of the week is the primetime game that has everyone talking. It's
Nick Saban's new and improved Crimson
'fide up against Mark Richt's fired up football team. The Tide rolled over Clemson
and quarterback John Parker Wilson
looked brilliant, as did the running game
w\th the combination of junior Glen Coffee and freshman Mark Ingram. Yet in the
yery next game against Tulane, the
defense had to come to the rescue to save
Ule Tide. The Bulldogs have also taken
ca,:e of their business, beating South Car·
olina on the road although the Bulldogs
couldn't seem to find an offensive rhythm.
.The Bulldogs looked much better against
Aikona State, a game that was very con·
vincing offensively.
. •The game looks like it will come down
to which offense shows up. Will the Tide
.bring both dimensions to their game and
the Bulldogs be able to operate
ag3.in.st the Tide's stifling defense?
It is now time for the Mac Awards for
this week. The first is a story that the 2Minute Drill has been covering since week
one. The Cinderella Killer Award goes to ,
N.C. State. the Wolfpack beat East Carolina all but ending the Pirates hope at a BCS
bid.
The next Mac Award goes to the most
underperforming team up to this point.
The West Virginia Mountaineers take
home the award after losing to Colorado
and East Carolina in consecutive games.
The awareness Mac Award goes to
Alabama conditioning coach who didn't
realize that cameras were rolling when he
told his players that the Georgia Bulldogs
were wearing black Saturday because they
were going to a (expletive) funeral.

Racers can't
produce in
double overtime draw
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff Writer
Friday was a day of firsts at
Cutchin Field for the Murray State
women's soccer team as they went
into their first double overtime and
drew their first tic. 2-2. of the season against the Thundering Herd of
Marshall, W. Va.
Murray State took an early lead at
9:26 when freshman Veronika
Pribyslavska had a 30-yard pass on
the left wing that was beaded in for
ilie goal by sophomore Katie Wilson.
Marshall rallied back later in the
first half as Erika Duncan kicked a
goal from the center top of the box
and deflected in a pass from the
right side by teammate Angela
DeSumma, who marked assists on
both Marshall points.
At the end of the frrst half when
Pribyslavska left due to injury, the
Racer's defense seemed to lose
momentum but fortunately, she was
back to her normal self in the sec·
ond half.
"I just wanted to win the game
and help my team to win,"
Pribyslavska said. "I don't want to
give up if[the injury] is not so bad
that I can play. It hurts, but I have
to play."
The remainder of the game was
full of possession changes, head
passes and tough plays on both the
offensive and defensive sides of
play.
Strategic movements of the ball
allowed both teams to penetrate
well, moving the ball from one end
of the field to the other.
This kind of intense, constant play
requires a specific mindset within
the players.
"I'm just trying to focus,"
Pribyslavska said. "I have to relax
myself and not be nervous. I can't
be afraid of my opponents."
The Racers tied Marshall, 2-2.
when freshman Sophie Hargreaves
sank a penalty kick into the back of

Meli~S.l

Senior forward Melissa Curry attacks a ball during friday's oame against Marshall University. The Racers will head to Southeast
Missouri State University today to take on the Redhaks who are 3-4-1 this season.
the net with 35:29 gone in the second half.
The score remained a tic at the
end ~lf regulation play, so the teams
took to the field for 10 minutes of
overtime.
When neither team produced a
goal, they matched up once again
for an additionallO minutes of double overtime.
As neither team scored, the game
was calh.•d at a tic after 110 minutes
of play.

"Tt was a hard fought game,"
Head Coach Beth Acreman ~aid.
"Marshall is a really good team. I
think we matched up with them
well. We haven't been in a double
overtime. M) it wa~ a good ex peri· ·
encc. We obviously would've liked
the result to have been a win. but
our team pulled together to maintain the tic. It's nice to know
though, that we played smart soccer
when we needed to."
The R<tcers open OVC play on

the ro<~d at 7 p.m. tonight against
Southeast Missouri State in Cape
Girardeau, Mo. and again with East·
ern Illinois at 1 p.m. Sunday in
Charleston, Ill.
"We're going into OVC play with
a tough first game." Acrcman said.
"We've been working on mentality
and maturity as a team. We have to
be able to play quality soccer for 90
minutes."
Elizabc.•th t".11l bc reached at
clizabt'th;J.johnson@murraystatc.•.cdu.

Tennis uses strong doubles in Baras Classic
Will Pinkston
Sports writer

.will

Tim MacAllister can be reached at
rimothy.macallister@murraystate.cdu.
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Adriana Alvarez returns a serve during practice last week.

Kight! The

New~

The Murray State women's tennis team
finished strong this weekend in doubles
play in the Steve Baras Collegiate Fall
Classic at the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga. However, they had a much
toughrr time competing in the singles
brackets.
"We have been focusing so much on
our singles. but fell a little short this
weekend in that area," Diz-Lyndsay
Ottosen, junior from Allen, Texas, said.
••This was only tht.! first tournament and
it's definitely a building block.''
Out of the seven Murray State women
competing in six different singles brackets at the UTC 1-'all Classic, only two ath·
letes, Ashlc.:y Pierson, sophomore from
Acwurth. Ga.. and Ottosen made it past
the quarterfinal round.
Pierson lost in the Sl'mifinal round to
Andrea Courtney. the No.2 seed in the C2 main draw bracket from Southern Illinois University, with a final score of 7-6,
(4). 6·1. Ottosen lost to the No.2 seed in
the C-1 m~in draw, Jcmma Eucrs from
Eastern Kentucky University, with a
score of 6·3, 6·3.
"I played ok against the EKU girl, but
definitely not my best," Ottosen said. "If I
had played like I did the day before and
stuck to my game plan, I think it would
have been a little better."
Freshman Cassidy Cunitz was defeated
in the quarterfinals round in the women's
B1 main draw to Alex Dachos, the No. 2
Sl'Cd from Middle Tennessee University,
6-3, 6-2. while senior Anne Pennington
was also defeated in the quarterfinal

round to Fadzai Mawisire. the No.3 seed
in the women's Al draw from SIU, 6-3, 6-

3.
Despite the women's hit-or-miss performance in singles games Baras Fall
Classic, the women's doubles game was
playing well.
"There was pretty tough competition,
all the way from Lee, Memphis and
MTSU, to North Alabama, Uniwrsity of
Alabama and Virginia Tech.." Ottosen
said. "We matched up really dose to
most of these teams: won some and lost
some."
Cunitz and Pennington played in the
women's Al doubk·s draw and made it all
the way to the finals before being defeat·
cd to SIU's douhlcs team. Blacketer and
Mawisire, 8-5.
In the women's Bl doubles draw, senior
Adrianna Alvarez and Ottosen, the No. I
seeded team for the Bl draw. made it to
the finals and defeated UTC's doubles
team. Green and Wishing, in a tic break,
9-8, (6).
Sophomore Katelyn Fulcher and sophomore Alexis Webb were defeated in the
first round of the women's A2 draw to
UTC's Emily Hangstefer and vun der
Vcek in a tie break, 9-8, (1).
The Murray State women's team heads
to Tuscaloosa, Ala., this weekend to compete in the Roberta Alison Jo'all Classic.
They will compete agairu;t some potentially tough SEC schools like University
of Alabama, University of Auburn, Mississippi State and University of Kentucky,
but the team isn't too worried ahout the
matches.
·

Will Pinkswn can be reached at
william.pinkston@murraystate.cdu.

Just when you thought you knew The News.
Watch for the re-launch of thenews.org.
Coming soon.
More news. More video. More Murray State •
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Ricky Martin
Sports writer
Last week: 6-5
Season record: 33·14

Devon •AK" Bethune
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Last Week: 7-4
Season record: 35-12
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Sports writer
Last week: 8-3
Season record: 34-13

UConn at Louisville
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Women's softball hires coach
Ricky MartiD
Staff writer
The start of the softball program at Murray
State is one step closer to becoming a reality, as
Athletics Director Allen Ward announced the
hiring o(Jay Pyron as the school's first head softball coach.
"I am very grateful to Mr. Ward for the opportunity to build the softball program here at Murray State," Pyron said in a news conference.
"The pride in Racer athletics was very apparent
from the moment 1 stepped on campus."
Pyron joins Murray State fresh off a stint as an
assistant coach at Campbell University in North
Carolina, where he helped lead the Fighting
Camels to an impressive season.
Serving as the hitting coach, Campbell aided
the team to its best offensive season in school
history.
Campbell recorded the second most wins in a
season, bad a school-record team batting average
of .287 and broke ll school records. They also
took the 2008 Atlantic Sun Conference Championship crown and advanced to play University of
North Carolina in the first round of the NCAA
Regional in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Before his run at Campbell, the Keeling, Va.,

Student
1
earns gold
medal in
Beijing
Eyecare

native was a member of one of the most successful coaching staffs in the county at North Carolina State University. In his second. and the team's
third, season the Wolfpack claimed both the
Atlantic Coast Conference regular-season and
tournament championships on their way to
receive a bid for the NCAA tournament.
The 2006 season at NC State was not only a
success for the team, but for the coaches as well.
The coaching staff was named the 2006 Southeast Regional Staff of the Year by the National
Fastpitch Coaches Association.
The next year was strong for the Wolfpack as
well, as Pyron helped recruit the No. 16 ranked
recruiting class that year.
Pyron officially takes the coaching position on
Oct 1, and on the second Friday of that month. he
will hit the road for a four week early recruitment window. As far as a field for the Racers to
play on, Pyron and Ward are looking to the renovation of an already existing field in Murray.
"A lot of that stuff will be decided this fall,"
Pyron said. "It will be a pretty long process, it's
not going to happen overnighL"
The Racers are expected to begin NCAA competition in the 2009 season.
Ricky Martin can be reached at ricbsrd.martin@
murraystate.edu

photo

softball for the 2009-10 season.

Paralympic gold medal with a 50The U.S. defeated Australia in the
semifinals to advance to the gold
medal game.
Although the women ended with
a 13-point win over Australia, the
victory did not come easy, as they
were leading by one point with
less than five minutes in the game.
·The women battled throughout
the third quarter to earn this one
point lead, but extended the lead to
earn the 60-47 victory.
In the gold fmals, the team bad a
slow start, allowing the the Germans to take an early 12-9 lead at

@

Murray State Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMErRIST

thenews.org

courtesy of goracers.com

Jly Pyron was hired as the head coach of women's

Emily Yoskins can officially say
she is the first Murray State student to earn two Olympic gold
medals.
Yoskins, a graduate student at
Murray State, earned her second
gold medal September 15 at the
2008 Beijing Olympics.
Yoskins is a member of the U.S.
women's wheelchair basketball
team.
The women, who won the gold
at the 2004 Athens Olympics,
earned their second consecutive

270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts
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on. the one that until now never bit the
band that fed it and always did what l
asked, the one that tolerated my ipsOranee of mechanics when I bought it' \fie
day I turned 16, the one that was my cfaie
on prom night in high school when I went
f'lsbing instead of dancing.
: r.,
I don't know what I'll do. Perhaps get a
' new one and bond with that one too. ' •
But this motor, my first, which I pat so
'• a
much blood, sweet and tears into, was
labor of love and will always hold a ~pe
dal place in my scrapbook of memories.
And if it could speak, maybe it wo~la
talk of the images from first light to- la§t
light and from first fish to last ftsb.
·

.

38 victory over Germany.

Daily video
and updates

Every outdoorsman and angler has ottral
one piece of equipment they have bon_de'd
with. Maybe it is your old shotgun used to
hunt ducks, and it has been passed down
through
genera•'' '
tions.
·' ·
Perhaps it's the
· 'u'
first fishing rod you
•'
ever bought. and it
!• •
bas been right there
with you as you
experienced
the
-~.heartbreaks and triSteve
umphs that each
Miller : ....
angling adventure
Outdoor columni$(
assures.
These items have sentimental value,
and for me, it was my 1992 Evinrude Outboard on my bass boat.
'
1 say "was," because after 16 years.' m'y
usually dependable motor saw its last dlty
on the water this past weekend.
·
I went through the usual routine to jet
ready for a day on the lake. On the wa,. t'o
the lake, I stopped to fuel up. Feeling generous, I topped off the two 25-gallon "fuel
tanks with premium fuel and filled the Oil
reservoir with fresh Pennzoil. I worked
the engine hard the last few weeks · an~
fagured it could use it.
· _•
At the boat ramp, just like the thousand
other times over the last few years, the
engine roared to life with the first crank of
the key.
·
I savored the sweet smell of the exhaust
rising over the water that triggers 'so
many memories from my fishing scrapbook as 1 waited for my buddy to park-t~e
trailer and board the boat.
· ·'
The sun was just starting to mak~ its
way over the treetops as we drove to;our
first fishing spot.
- ·~
When it was time to move, I fired up t'he
Evinrude and gently idled to deep wale~
where it would be safe to drop the bain!.
mer. I pushed the throttle forward and \ve
were underway.
' '
We were just about to get on pl;tne
when I heard it, It was as loud as a flucracker and foreign to the serene 1m"d
peaceful setting of the calm lake.
~
I knew what the sound meant. It is nails
on a chalkboard to a bass boat owner'$
ears: a blown powerhead.
"'•"•
Taking the cowling off the engine and
inspecting the golf ball-sized hole in' the
block, where the rod thrust through, c9n' ···,
firmed it.
My friend and I didn't say a word as we
used the trolling motor to get back to the
boat ramp, fishing along the way.
• .
He fmally asked me what I was going to
do, and I replied that it hasn't sunk in yet.
I was still in shock. We made jokes ab~
bow we could scheme the insurance cadtpany if we pulled the plug right tber~. on
the lake and let the boat be put to rest bn
the lake bottom to lighten the heavy
mood.
••
As I went over my options later the tie~t
day, I realized I didn't want a new motor.
I wanted the one I have always had. The
' one I spent countless late nights workihf

Alisoa Mugler
Sports Editor •

~~f!~!~~~207,

Angler
bids final
farewell to
motor

the end of the f'lrst quarter.
The German lead did not last
long, as the U.S. retaliated for the
remainder of the game.
Yoskins, a paraplegic from birth,
bas played wheelchair basketball
for the greater part of her life. .
She was a member of the St.
Louis ~olling Rams through high
school and attended the University
of Illinois to earn her undergraduate degree, where she was a member of the Fighting Illini squad that
won four consecutive national
championships.
Alison Mugler can be reached at
alison.mugler@murraystate.cdu.
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Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@mU1'111ystJite.edu.
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The Water Cooler
National news and gossip that's sure
to spice up your lunch conversation

a

Information and photos courtesy of
the Associated Press
Compiled by St aff writer Ricky ,.,...,.-.."
Clay comes out of the closet
Former "American
-----.
Idol" star Clay Aiken
has officially come out
of the closet. The
cover of the latest
People
magazine
shows Aiken holding
b.is infant son. Parker
Foster Aiken, with the
headline: "Yes, I'm
Gay."
Clay
The singer's sexualiAiken
ty was questioned
countless times and he
said he simply "cannot r aise a child to lie
or hide things."
The multiplatinum singer recently
released the CD "On My Way Here" and
made his Broadway debut this spring in
"Monty Python's Spamalot."

Lohan dates 31-year-old woman
Lindsay Lohan has confirmed she has
been dating D. Samantha Ronson ''a very
long time."
The 22-year-old actress casually told
the co-host of the syndicated radio program "Loveline" on Monday she is dating
the 31-year-old who bas accompanied her
in public. The two have never publicly
commented about the extent of their relationship.
Lohan's publicist, Leslie Sloane"-Zelnik,
told the Associated Press Monday Lohan
and Ronson are not engaged.

Sharon Stone loses custody battle
Actress Sharon Stone has lost another
round of custody proceedfugs over her
oldest son. A San Francisco judge denied
her request for primary custody of 8year-old Roan, who is living with his
father, newspaper executive Phil Bron·
stein.
The judge ruled Sept. 12 Bronstein's
home is more stable and structured, reaffirming a 2007 court order. Stone will
retain visitation rights.

Perry feeds New Orleans' bUDgrY
Tyler Perry. who
grew up a poor son of
a carpenter in New
Orleans and
was
homeless for a time,
has donated enough
food to feed 1,000 fam·
ilies for two weeks in
Atlanta. where be lives
now.
He spent part of
Tyler
Tuesday
morning
Perry
unloading and packaging food at Hosea Feed
the Hungry and the Homeless care center, where organizers say a tanking economy has brought more people seeking
help. Perry, 39, said he learned about the
p roblem on the news and was compelled
to help.

Emtly Cartwrightl(nntnhullng phorographPr

Erin Gidcumb, junior fromMurray, counts her tips during a break.

Students learn appropriate tipping etiquette
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer

I

The meal was delicious, the drink was never
below half·empty (or half-full, depending on
one's level of optimism) and the service received
was better than any recent restaurant trip.
The only thing left to do is pay, and with that
p.dce comes the question of tipping.
The situation is reversed: the scrvic" was terrible, the wait staff inattentive and things could
not have gone any worse. What now?
For some, tipping seems like a no-brain option
- a certain percentage in all situations, a bonus if
the server went above and beyond the call of
duty.
,
1
Others arc unclear of how much to tip and
when to do it.
According to the Original Tipping Page, tip·
ping.org. "tips are a way of expressing satisfac·
1
tion" and there are no official guidelines or rules
to tipping.
Steve Buscemi had similar views in the 1992
film, "Reservoir Dogs."
"I don't tip because society says I have to," his
character, Mr. Pink, declares. "All right, l mean,
I'll tip if somebody really deserves a tip, if they
really put fo rth the effort, I'll give them something extra. But, l mean, this tipping autom:ltically? It's for the birds."
Erin Gidcumb, junior from Mumty, said she
has served at Tumbleweed since April and
I worked as a server previously.
"There arc a lot of people (who) tip very generously, but there are also a lot of people who
completely jip us." Gidcumb said.
Because some servers arc paid below minimum wage, they depend on the tips tb m:tke up
I for lost income, said Gidcumb.

Rapper dishes out child support
On Tuesday a Georgia judge ordered
rapper T.l. pay more child support to the
mother of two of his children after she
claimed he wasn't p roviding enough
money.
Superior Court Judge Bensonetta Tipton Lane told the two-time Grammy winner to pay just over $3,000 a month. T he
judge also said the 27-year-old performer
must continue to pay for the boys uninsured medical bills, expenses related to
the children's extracurricular activities
and private school attendance.

Judge clears Reeves of charges
A judge ruled Monday Keanu Reeves
driving didn't warrant assault and battery
claims by a photographer. Los Angeles
Superior Court Judge Elizabeth A. Grimes
ruled that paparazzo Alison Silva cannot
seek punitive damages against Reeves.
Silva claimed he was struck by Reeves'
Porsche while photographing the actor in
March 2007, causing serious injuries.
Reeves' attorneys argued in court documents that Silva placed his hand on the
actor's car and tripped over his own feet.
Reeves films include "Speed" and "The
Matrix.''

"(I don't think) it's because they feel it was bad
service," Gidcumb said. "They don't have the
funds to just do whatever they want. If I don't
have a lot of money, 1 can't really tip really well,
but I try."
Todd Broker, graduate student from Murray,
said he used to deliver pizzas and knows how
frustr;lting tips can be.
"1 hated getting delivt~ries to the dorms
because they never tipped," Broker said. "I dcfi·
nitcly noticed that after I relied on tips, I started ·
tipping others better."
Broker said it is important for him to tip well.
"It's Just a way to be a blessing for (others),"
Broker said. "It is a way to help them out and :1
way to be unselfish."
Some people suggest that if the next time n
meal is considered fantastic or a pizza arriwd
within promised delivery time. appreciation
should be shown - a few dollars and a "thank
you" could mean better .service when frequenting those restaurants.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
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If you spend • $5, tip between 75 cents to Sl
• $10, tip between S1.50 to $2
• $15. tip between $215 to $3
tip between $3 to $4
• $25, tip between $3.75 to $5
• $30. tip between $4.50 to $6

· szo.

Whitney H arrod

I

Features Editor

Hundreds of banjo, mandolin and
fiddle players will soon meet to
showcase one of the most rapidly
growing musical genres.
Jason McKendree, lecturer of
math and statistics, will attend the
International Bluegrass Music
Association fan festival and awards
show. He will go not as a fan, but as
part of a he:tdlining act.
The three-day lBMA fan festival
is Friday, Oct. 3 through Sunday,
Oct. 5. The festival starts at 10:45
a.m. Friday at the Nashville Convention Center in Nashville, Tenn.
Student may purchase discount,ed three-day passes at the gate for
$50. The 19th Annual International
Bluegrass Awards Show will start
8:30 p.m., on Friday, at the Ryman
theatre. McKendree will also play
w ith the Josh Williams Band on Fri·
day at 3:25 p.m.
According to ibma.org, the
indoor festival will sbuwc.asc fan
booths, workshops, jam sessions
and more than 60 live musical acts.
This year marks the fourth time the
festival plans to hold the Grand
Master Fiddler Championship.
As the banjo player for the Josh
Williams band, McKendree said he
joined the band about a year ago
when he was recruiled by lead
singer, Josh Williams. McKendree
grew up in Murray playing with his
family's band and got involved in
the bluegrass scene. McKendree
travels to Nashville once a month
to play shows.

Photo Court£>~Y of th£>bluegr.1~shlog.wm

Jason McKendree (center), lecturer of math and statistics, plays the banjo In the
Josh Williams Band. The band will perform at the IBMAfan festival Od 3.
He said lte has even considered
quitting his day job to pursue his
involvement with the band.
McKendree has attended the fcsth•al since 2001, when the event
was held in Louisville, Ky. He said
although bluegrass music is not
prominent in the mainstre:tm music
scene. it is g-.tining popularity with
college students.
"I've noticed the crowd is pretly
diverse. There's people of all ages
from tht• young kids to the senior
citiz('ns,"
McKendree
said.

.

ouia tJppinQ oukle:

IBMAs attract college stude11ts, faculty member plays in band

Spielberg, wife ftpt Proposition 8
Steven Spielberg and his wife, Kate
Capshaw, are the latest celebrity donors
to the fight against California's November ballot initiative, which would overturn the state Supreme Court decision
legalizing same-sex marriage.
Spielberg and Capshaw have donated
$100,000 to fight Proposition 8, they
announced in a statement Monday. Brad
Pitt gave the same amount to the cause
last week.

"The restaurant pays us to deliver food to
l.sbles, but wh<~t we live off of is making sure they
get what they want, their drinks don't go empty
and they leave happy," Gidcumb said.
The Original Tipping Page at tipping.org
opened in 1999 when Manny Gonzalez was looking for information online and was unable to find
any. Now tlie weh site gives suggestions for any
sort of tipping situation.
According to the Original Tipping l'agc, 15 to
20 pl•rcent is suggested for a server at a restaurant. Gidcumb said tips are a hot topic among the
staff of restaurants.
"(At any workplace) there's always something
everyone talks about when they go on break,"
Gidcumb said, "for every waitress, it's about
tips."
As a server. she said she understands how the
dining process works when she visits a restau·
rant.
"Being a server changes your perspective on
the dining experience," Gidcumb said. "People
don't always understand. Sometimes we get really busy and a table gets upset that you took too
long to get to them. You're trying to do your best
to get to each tahlc. but I don't think they realize
how hard you're working."
Gidcumb said :;he is always grateful for tips
and knows other servers are, too.
"A lot of servers really appreciate of it because
n lot of them nrc students trying to work themselves through school," Gidcumb said. "They
dl•pend <In the fivl~ or 10 bucks that a table leaves
them. There are other servers who have kids and
they depend on that money. Everybody has a different ;;tory."
Because Mum1y is a college town. there are
times when students don't tip as well as other
patrons, Gidcumb said.

"There's also a lot of up-and-com·
ing bands like Old Crowe Medicine
Show that have attracted the
younger, college-aged crowd."
McKendree said he will attend
the IBMA Awards Show and looks
forward seeing if Williams will
receive the award for guitar player
of the year.
ult's one of the biggest honors for
a bluegrass act to play the stage at
the IBMAs," McKendree said.
"Especially for us since we haven't
even recorded an album yet, and

~

-

.·.·
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are still so new."
Andrew Brown. sophomore from
Benton, Ky., will attend lhe fan fcs:
tival for the first time. He said co\: •
lege students are following thl! : •
genre because it is similar to t(( . •
country music.
· •• •
The Dd McCoury band, who is- •
hosting the IBMAs, will pl:ty in the
Lovett Live concert series at Murray State Nov. 7. He said one of the
reasons bluegrass sparked his interest was because he became tired of
the mainstream music always playing on the radio.
"There is though, a difference
between bluegrass and country
music," Brown said. "The gen(e
focuses on mandolins, banjos anll ~
the upright bass. There's usually a
wider range of vocals...
Logan Oakley, sophomore fro()l
Benton, Ky., plans to all end tho • •
lBMA festival for hh fourth coo~
secutive year.
He said he is excited to sec McK·
endree play along with the 20 to 30
bands that will be playing each day
of the event.
"The bluegrass scene here
reminds me of the Bonaroo crowd,''
Oakley said.
·. •
Oakley, who has played the gul--:-·
tar for lO years, said Nashville is :lli •
appropriate city to host the festival ·::
since Kentucky and Tennessee: ·
have the largest bluegrass fan base. -:.
For more information on rhc
LBMA Awards Show or fan festival,
visit ibma.org.
Whitney Harrod can be rcuched
at whitney.harrod@
murraystate.edu.
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Festival of Champions plays 32nd year !Thebirds.bees
Bee: Feldhaus

Contributing writer

'

It is that feeling in your chest when the drums
beat and trumpets blare. Thoughts of fall consist
of bonfrres. camping and football games in cool
weather. For the Murray State Music Department, it includes the excitement that comes from
their annual Festival of Champions.
Last Saturday, thousands of high school students populated Roy Stewart Stadium, participating in the 32nd annual Festival <;>f Champions.
The students came to perform, accompanied by
their personal cheering sections of family and
friends. High school colors popped on the Tshirts worn by loyal fans.
Sponsored by the music department and the
Kentucky Music Educators Association. FOC is a
weU-known event on campus. This year, Calloway County High School won frrst overall.
Madisonville North Hopkins took second and
Marshall County went away with third place.
Dennis Johnson, director of Murray State
bands said FOC is a day-long event that takes
over Roy Stewart Stadium for one Saturday
every fall semester. Thirty-one years ago David
Wells, then assistant director of bands, started
the competition to bring high school students to
Murray State's campus.
At that time there were no rules sanctioning
marching band competitions. As a result, numerous institutions hosted competitions making it
difficult to get a large representation of schools
at any one event. KMEA stepped in with new
rules about marching competitions which are
now upheld by FOC. Murray State's FOC is a
qualifying round for the state competition.
"We think we have great facilities to host
something like this," Johnson said.
Nineteen marching bands were involved this
year. The competition includes five classes of
high school bands from A to AAAAA. Approximately 2.500 high school students total were
involved in the competition. The students come
from four states including Kentucky, Tennessee.
Missouri and lllinois.
FOC is now a recruitment tool for Murray
State, giving high schoolers an idea or what
Racer life is like. Murray State is well represented at the event, with Racer Band members working on the field, performing and managing merchandise booths and concessions.
''Since Racer Band performs twice, there's no
doubt it's a great recruiting tool," Johnson said.
About 90 percent of this year's Racer Band has
previously attended FOC.
Johnson said high schools look forward to the
event because of the national panel of adjudicators Murray hires to score them.
Lama Breen, senior from O'Fallon Ill., and
Racer Band member of three years, said she thoroughly enjoys the event. Although•she did not
attend FOC in high school. she said her school is
now involved. Winners take home a trophy or
plaque and bragging rights until the next year's
competition.
Lucas Hall, junior from Bowling Green, Ky.,
and vice president of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia said
his fraternity brothers and the sisters of Sigma

,
1

Laura Cash
Murray Art Guild has found a
way to get students in touch with
their inner child: through childlike
activities that never lose their fun
quality.
Through a Saturday morning
event called Art on the Square,
booths like salt dough sculpture
and pumpkin and street painting
remind students they are never too
old for candid fun. Throw in one
massive pile of sand and reminiscing memories of sandboxes and
playgrounds will allow students to
reminisce of their childhood.
MAG · is offering Art on the
Square free of charge to reach out
co the community and to increase
awareness of all it offers to community members.
Debi Henry Danielson, MAG
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For every considerate and kind individual I know, there is a
counterpart.
The
counterpart's traits
may include con·
trolling. compulsive.
unreasonable and;
unthoughtful bchav•
iors exhibited in
Whitney
response to both
male and female
Harrod
courting rituals.
Let's face it. Both genders want what.
they can't attain - the attention from~
"jerks." Jerks are the classic male or female:,!
type who mouth back to the Public Relai
tions professor when he or she is put on.
the spot to answer a discussion question.
They are the allusive individual that flirts
with you purely out of the enjoyment of,
the game, expecting nothing more than all·
afternoon hookup or late-night drunk dial~
They may greet you with a forced grin, bu~
usually look down at the sidewalk as they"
shamefully try to avoid your presence on
the way to class.
Jerks like the concept of stringing. The,
string includes inconsistent flows of borderline, taunting and teasing text messages. One message reads something hopeful and self-assuring, working to confirm
your overall outlook about the person. The
next contradicts the previous statement,
When they ask you to "hang out," they
may only be implying that you are on their
fourth tier of contact. These "hang out"
propositions come at around 3 a.m.• in turn
suggesting you as a last option for social
interaction. And maybe since they think
you enjoy their presence, you will not hesitate to meet them for a drinky-drink at
their room followed by a performance of
Guitar Hero Rock Band. The best part:
they won't even let you have a turn unti\
an hour has passed.
I constantly hear my friends deny the
"he's (or she's) just not into you" mantra
when the evidence of relational manipulation is quite obvious. No matter if you arc
dating or even romantically interested in ~
person. at least respect the old-fashioned
rules of common etiquette. Jerks rna~
defend their benavior by claiming to be
presenting themselves as contestants participating in "the chase." But such behavior
should not be acceptable.
,
Awareness of this behavior can easily b~
caught in the "talking" stage, or just friendship (beyond the classroom). Figure out if
his or her dialogue, body language and
actions raise any red, yellow or green
flags. If he is talking rudely to his mother
on the phone or is constantly mouthing
behind the back of an actually descent person, the red flag rises. But do consider the
"green" traits, including commenting positively on your new haircut that turned intq
a hair donor's cause, or even refilling you~
drink without asking if you are really
thirsty.
Time after time, I wonder why so many
members of the opposite sex find jerks so
alluring and as attractive as the new
iPhone or $5 iced coffee drinks. All I've figured out is jerks must have stronger
pheromones than non-jerks. The overall
college mentality seeks instant gratification. Addiction comes with gratification.
Maybe you think you need a quick emo~
tional high that would be much more con1
venient than actually seeing through the;
translucent, jerkesque traits.
~.
So, next time you sense a jerk in your-'
radar, exercise cautious judgement.
Besides, you don't want to become one of
them anyways.
:

I

I

I
Emily Cartwright/Contributing photographer

For the first time In13 years. the talloway County Hloh School marchlno band wins Grand Champion of Festival. '
Hloh School students come to perform, accompanied by their personal cheerinQ section of family and frlends.
Alpha Iota aide by working concession shifts. Phi
Mu Alpha opened the event by s~ging the
national anthem.
Supportive families populated the stands with
their panted faces, porn poms and cheers. AU
clad in blue and yellow, Kelly Henry, mother of
M~n Henry from Caldwell County High school
said she was excited for the event.
"I'm a 'Band Mom Gone Wild ...' I have to like
it," Henry said, pointing to a decorative pin
explaining her connection to the band.
She said Roy Stewart Stadium is a great place
to host the event because of the view and the
opportunity for so many students to participate.

Caldwell County band consists of about 40 members who took the field to play "Joy."
Henry has attended many other competitions
this year already. Caldwell County marched at
events in Marshall County and Madisonville, Ky.
FOC is one more stop on their competitive tour
of Kentuclcy.
•
"It's really professionally run," said Henry.
She said 16-year-old Mason is interested in
Murray State because of the event. But because
she said his mind changes daily, there's no guarantee his plans include music.
Bee Feldhaus can be reached at rebecca.
felhaus@murraystate.edu.

MAG offers Art on the Square, partners with students
Staff writer

and
Murr -·. ----

I

.

director. said the event is aimed at
children but anyone can participate
in the activities. Also, any community member can set up a booth or
help participants with their crafts.
MAG is a non-profit organization
operating on community and government funding. The staff consists
mostly of local volunteers. It offers
many classes for adults and children of all experience levels and
several workshops and shows for
members.
This year marks the fourth year
for Art on the Square. MAG partnered with Murray Main Street, an
organization dedicated to promoting business in downtown Murray,
to establish the event.
MAG also partners with Murray
State students to continue its community involvement. Danielson
said she expects three to four students to help with this event

Included with those students is
ing/painting studio, a weaving stuStacey Reason, senior from
dio, a ceramics studio and a gallery
with monthly show.
Gilbertsville, Ky. Reason works
"It has a lot of roots in local.
part-time at MAG as the assistant to
regional and collegiate artists,"
the director.
As an art major, Reason is gaining
Reason said.
more experience in the art world
Several of those artists will
through her employment at MAG. • attend Art on the Square. Danielson
She designs newsletters, postcards
said guild members Beverly Kietzke
and brochures. She also phowill make jewelry and Ken Kietzke
tographs shows and has taught sevwill teach gourd painting.
eral classes for adults and children
Street painters will decorate the
sidewalks and other local artists to
of aU ages.
Although this is Reason's ftrst
perform demonstrations.
year to participate in Art on the
Art on the Square is from 8 a.m.
Square, she is aware of the opportutill noon Saturday in the downtown
nities for students in the event.
court square. All community mem"You can meet local artists and
bers are welcome to participate and
see demos," Reason said. "There
to help.
For more information contact
are volunteer opportunities like
Debi Henry Danielson at 753-4059
manning booths and helping kids."
Reason described MAG as a
or visit MAG at 500 N. Fourth St.
Laura Cash can be reached at
growing facility. It now contains a
laura.cash@murraystate.edu.
digital photography lab, a draw-

'I
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Whitney Harrod can be reached at
wbitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
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IW TIME. FOR HALLOWEEN REAI>IWG
Selected by the 2008 Kentucky Book Fair

All herald the return

ofan ancient evil in

THE

MADONNA

OF
AND

SHADOWS

DARKNESS
by Kenneth Tucker

And Father Sam Stone must act as
a private eye to save a young girl
from becoming a victim of the
supernatural!

69~

CRISPY TACOS·
EVERY NIGHT 9 PM UNTIL CLOSE

Available at the Murray State
University store and online at
Amazon.com. Barnes & Noble.
and AuthorHouse.
kykenn.com

t

The Portion of Circle

t

The Ancient Book of Enoch

t

The Sonnets of Shakespeare
,
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Book Review
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Product Panel

Our panel "experts" will try out a variety of products~
and offer their opinion every other week. In each pane)
we will feature a new fun, fresh and exciting product for
our panelists to review.

Ibis week's product: Circle ECandles
Circle E Candles are handpoured into high-quality
glass containers, causing
a smooth creamy texture.
The candles use lead-free
wicks sized to optimize
the performance and are
available in over 70
unique fragrances.

Where to buy it:
The Bookmark
404 Main St.
270·753-7222

'

.

I

Panel says:
,.The candles smell nice, although ·
they wouldn't be able to be used in ·
the residential colleges. Some fragrances are stronger than others,·
and I'm not sure I would want to , .
deal with (them) for long periods of.
N
:
ti me.
-omaun Covington

Photo courtt"'Y of thl.'waggleJrenJ.C()m

Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela, considered oneof the 9reatest leaders of the 2oth century, saved his country, South Africa from inhumane treatment
Mandela's 'Lon9 Walk to Freedom' chronlcals his journey as leader In South Africa.

Black Student Organizations president

Mandela walks historical Mrican p~th
out of what we have, not what we arc
given, that separates one person from
another."
' One child in rural South Africa, born in
In his adolescent years, Mandela was
a time of brutal racial segregation,
torn between fulfilling expectations to
~efused to accept apartheid. South
remain in rural South Africa to practice
Africans were coerced to swallow racial
hereditary traditions, or part from his
integration for decades, until Nelson
family for the pursuit of public education.
Rolihlahb Mandcla, whom some considHe chose the latter.
er the greatest leader of the 20th century,
Like most of us. Mandela began his col·
took the initiative to save his country
lege career with little money and even
from the foulest most inhumane treatless direction. However, it did not take
ment imaginable.
long for Mandela to realize he could
Mandela's "Long Walk to Freedom"
make at least some positive difference as
shows us, step by step, how he did it.
a lawyer.
When I first picked up this tremendous
"Long Walk to Freedom" shows Manautobiography, the length alone overdela's 'maturation through each year of
whelmed me. It covers a little more than
college, and subsequently as a struggling
too pages. Once I got started, however, it young attorney.
seemed much shortcr._'c-~-··.~--~...----·It is simply heartbreaking to read bow
The historical story begins with Man·
he and his people were treated in his own
deJa's birth in }uly,' l918 in rural South
homeland. The book is so powerful and
Africa. ~an name was Madiba, which
so well written. it actually brought me to
meant "troublemaker. '1tis quite lromc-- tears more than once. It is really hard to
· how much trouble he actually made
imagine people are capable of treating
other people the same way an entire race
against the status quo, oppressing government.
was treated.
· Mandela ~tarted the story with his
While reading this I had to keep
youth to accomplish two things. First, it
reminding myself that this was not taking
provides the readers a bit of understandplace several hundred years ago in some
ing of his actual person. Secondly, I
alien land. This racial segregation was
taking place more than a hundred years
believe it serves as inspiration to all of us
after the United States mandated the
by proving that one must not be born
with a silver spoon to make a huge differEmancipation Proclamation.
ence in the world, but we must discipline
Mandela was on the receiving end of
ourselves to work toward a visualized
this treatment, though. Because of this he
goal to succeed.
became involved in the Youth League of
Mandela has a quote that sums this up
the African National Congress in 1949.
beautifully; "It is through education that
His incomparable determination and disthe daughter of a peasant can become a
cipline made him a favorite in the politi·
doctor, that a son of a mineworker can
cal realm. "Long Walk to Freedom"
become the head of the mine, that a child
proves Mandela is possibly the most natof farm workers can become the presi·
urally capable leader ever.
dent of a great nation. It is what we make
When asked to do this review. I was a

DavidBonun

Staff writer

"I like candles that smell like food · .
and candles that make me feel cozy.
I really only like to burn candles
around the festive months. None of
the names really smell like what
they're called. The English Ivy scent
doesn't really smell like the tradi-·
tional ivy I'm used to."
-Holly Goddard Jones

little hesitant. I knew that no matter what
l said, or how I said it, I could never do a
man like Mandcla any real justice. Then I
thought, "What would Mandela say about
this feeling?" I stumbled upon another
quote that buttresses the type of man I
am implying him to be:
-our deepest fear is not that we are
inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we
are powerful beyond measure. It is our
light, not our darkness that most fright·
ens us.... You are a child of God. Your
playing small does not serve the world.
There is nothing enlightening :~bout
shrinking so that other people won't feel
insecun· around you .... As we arc liberated from our own fear, our presence auto·
matically liberates others."
I consider myself to be relatively well
read. WLth tpa.t '?~i£1£ ~9,.-kt ther.~c~no •t
doubt that "Long Walk to Freedom" is the
best book I have ever read. I feel completely comfortable saying everyone
should have his or her ov:n copy. Reading
"Long Walk to Freedom'' ;was truly a lifechanging experience for me.
David Borum can be reached at
david.borum@murraystate.edu.

Assistant professor of English and
Philosophy

'1he candle scents provided were an
olfactory surprise. Hill Country Blue-·
bonnets was overpowering, Orange
~ Marmalade was too spicy and Berry
Mulberry smelled like deodorant, but
the remainder were great. Santa Fe
could easily make an appearancein
my office or house soon."
~-:
-Josh Jacobs
Deputy to the president

"The Hill country Bluebonnets scent
smelt like my grandmother's house,
and the Berry Mullberry reminded .
me of guys's cologne. Sante Fe was·
definitely my favorite." ·
-Kara Mantooth

Zero spectacles: Put away your glasses
One spectacle: Wait 10 years until it hits
the book shelves
Two spectacles: Buy it on amazon.com
Three spectacles: Rent it on your Kindle
Four spectacles: Buy it hardbound

Student Government Association preside,nf

MURRAY

CLASS I Fl El>S

Need to sell your
car?
Having a yard
sale?
Have a pet that
needs to g_o to a
~ood homer
:rrying to rent an
· partment?
Looking
for
a
roommate?
Have
a
job
opening?
Place your classified
ad
with
The Murray State
News and reach all
of Murra~ State
either in "Friday's
paper or online at
thenews.org
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From left Richard Fritz, Food Services director, Molly Runyon, junior from Sl James, Mo., Pat Williams, horticulture operational manaoer for Pullen Fam, Sean lott, senior from Chlcaqo and Justin
VanHorne, junior fromSanta Rosa, Calif., work In a oarden at Pullen Farm. Officials hope to use the veoetables In dlnlno facilities on campus.

..

Organic veggie garden products used on campus
Jess Nail and Clayton Vertrees
Staff writers
Freshly grown lettuce, beets, collard
greens and many other kinds of produce
wiJI soon highlight Food Services menus
with the cultivation of Murray State's
Mabel G. and J, Stanley Pullen Farm.

Forming a partnership
Pat Williams, horticulture operational
manager for Pullen Farm, said Food Services and the Murray State Agriculture
department's work together started
when Richard Fritz, Food Services director, purchased chrysanthemums from
Pullen Farm in October 2007. While
buying flowers from Pullen Farm,
Williams said he and Fritz discussed the
process of formally starting an in-house
composting system.
''We have always composted materials
gathered from places like our greenhouse. but it wasn't until the new structure that we started officially composting with a better and easier setup,"
Williams said. "Our long-term goal is to
keep producing more and more and I
think the larger we grow the more land
we will devote for growing for the Food
Services department. Now, we are growing things that we can get a small harvest off of like zucchinis, beans, different
types of lettuces and turnips."
Williams said the system, resulting
from his and Fritz's discussion, utilizes
vendors across campus to supply raw
fruit rinds or peels, vegetable trimmings
and even coffee bits otherwise unused
by University cooks. Once collected,
student worker Justin Van Horne transports the scraps to Pullen Farm's com·
post system to add to already decomposing waste.
"Once in the soil. the compost releases nutrients that were held in the plants'
cell structures into the ground,"
Williams said. "At the same time, as the
compost loses cell structure, it opens up

space in the soil, allowing for better
drainage, root growth, and allows crops
to grow quicker. We are basically dealing with raw fruits and vegetable lettovers because once the food is cooked, it
loses its cell structure and a lot of the
nutrients that come out in the compost."

Increasing awareness
The Murray Environmental Student
Society is working in conjunction with
Food Services on projects reducing

~U!e, mmog facP·

rently one student worker employed at
the farm and approximately 12 volunteers provided by MESS.
"We are currently growing lettuces,
spinach. radishes, carrots, turnips. turnip
greens, peas and beans and kohlrabi,"
Williams said. "As we become more successful at composting waste from Food
Services, we will start cultivating more
land to be used to go toward produce."
Currently, there are 200 square feet of
space used to grow vegetables for cam-

..As we become more successful at

W
puilli~ ~wh~·

1tles more energy
ams SaJu t e
efficient and cutting compostlnQ waste from Food Ser· amount of space wasn't
cost.
vices, we will start cultivatinQ more enough to feed students
Molly Runyon,
for a long amount of
junior from St.
land to be USed to QO toward time, but it's a good
James. Mo., ·and
produce."
start.
MESS president,
According to Runyon, MESS started a
said her organiza- Pat Williams
tion works on tasks
Horticulture Operational Manager
composting project this
that investigate,
for Pullen Fam
summer which will
reduce waste and pra.
research and formutate ideas on how to malce Murray
vide fertilizer for the farm.
State a more environmentally conscious
"Composting is talcing food waste and
campus.
putting it in different layers that will
''This summer we have been working
help food decompose faster," Runyon
said. "Winslow's compost is added to
with Food Services to produce Pullen
the garden plot on the farm to fertilize
Farm,'' Runyon said. "We want to have
it. Some seeds have already been planted
an all natural garden to supply the camso we can start supplying the dining
pus with produce. There are no pesti• facilities with produce."
cides used and the fact that produce
The purpose of MESS is to raise
would no longer have to be shipped will
cut down on expenses."
awareness and promote activism to
MESS is providing volunteers to plant
solve environmental issues on campus,
and maintain the garden along with
the community and all over the world.
The organization works with the center
Food Services employees.
Mike Gowen. lecturer in the departfor environmental education to support
and implement many of the changes the
ment ofWellness and Therapeutic Scicampus is experiencing this year.
ence and MESS adviser said MESS has
"We worked with Food Services in
had a tremendous influence on the project.
their switch to bio-degradable products
"MESS has produced man power and
and we focus on recycling on campus
and in the community," Runyon said.
has gotten the program off the ground. It
'"We want to improve the recycling syswould have been difficult for the University to get that project going without
tem and add more varieties of materials
that are able to be recycled. A lot of peathe help of volunteers."
According to Williams, there is curple don't know about the organization or

what they can contribute."

Making a difference
Following an analysis of campus waste
habits by Food Services, the University
saw new possibilities to not only reduce
unused food remains but also encourage
production.
The convenience of the University's
compost system comes from the rural
environment surrounding Murray State,
something Fritz said works perfectly
with ambitloo.a to futthei' educate stu·
aents on 'environmental hietliodS'of food
production.
Agl]culture is a big department on
Murray-State, so this is an opportunitY
to partner with a department that
impacts a lot of students," Fritz said.
"For students who will pay attention or
who are interested, here is an opportunity to get some additional education built
into their already paid tuition."
While the compost program originated between the agriculture department
and Food Services, Fritz said partnerships with Racer Hospitality, Food Services, the equestrian department and
MESS provide aid toward the natural
foods program.
Along with additional fertilizer from
University horses, Fritz said Pullen
Farms also received help from MESS in
the gardens producing vegetables such
as lettuce and turnips for use in Murray
State campus dining facilities such as
Winslow Dining Hall.
"Through composting, we are actually
able to make nice, organic soil with a
thick, earthy smell," Fritz said. "We
turned out our flrst batch - a good
amount of dirt - which was then tilled
into a garden where students from
MESS planted a garden which included
lettuce plants."
jess Nail can be reached at jessica.
M

nall@murrystate.edu.
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrees@murraystate.edu.
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• Bunge North America
Industry; Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Accountant; Engineer;
• Adtran, Inc.
Management Trainee; Merchandiser
Industry; Telecommunications
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business
Jobs Being Recruited: Network Support
Administration; Finance; Economics:
Engineer
Agribusiness
Majors Being Recruited: Telecommunications
• C.A. Jones Mgmt Group, llC
Systems Management
Industry: Other
• Aera Energy llC
• Carey Counseli.Dg Center
Industry: Energy!UtiHties
Jobs Being Recruited: Health & Safety Specialist: Industry: Healthcare • Mental Health;
Social/ Human Services · Family/child/youth;
Health & Safety Intern; Geology Intern (MS)
Nonprofit Organization
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Jobs Being Recruited: Case Managers;
Health; Geology
•
Therapists; Others
•AFLAC
Majors Being Recruited: Social Work;
Industry: Communications/ Media - Other;
Psychology: General Psychology
Insurance; Other
• Cargill
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales Associate;
Industry: Agriculture/ Farming/Agribusiness;
Management Trainee
Enginel'ring - Chemical: Engineering •
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Mechanical; Finance/Banking • Venture Capital;
Administration; Management; Marketing;
Other; Private Firm
Organizational Communication; Mass
Communications; Independent Studies; General Jobs Being Recruited: Environmental Health &
Safety Management Intern
Studies
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
• Ag Connections, Inc.
Health
Industry: Agriculture/ Farming/Agribusiness
• Carpenter Company
Jobs Being Recruited: Technical Support
Industry; Manufacturing
Representative; Software Developer; Database
Jobs Being Recruited: Manager Trainee
Analyst
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information Majors Being Recruited: Environmental
Engineering Tech; Industrial & Engineering
Systems: Computer Science; Agribusiness:
Tech; Manufacturing Technology
Agricultural Science: Agriculture
• Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation
Mechanization; Agronomy
Industry; Finance/Banking · Corporate Finance
• American General Ufe and Accident
Jobs Being Recruited: Information Technology
Insurance Company/AIG
Analyst; Information Technology Intern
Industry: Finance/Banking • Financial
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information
Services/ Planning; Finance/ Banking • Other;
Systems; Computer Science;
~urance
•
Telecommunications Systems Management
Jobs Being Recruited: Worksite marketing pro• CGB Enterprise, Inc.
fessional: Insurance agent
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Jobs Being Recruited: Grain Merchandiser
• Archer Daniels Midland Company
Trainee; Operations Mgt Trainee; Asst
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Accounting Mgr Trainee; CTLC Mgt Trainee
Jobs Being Recruited: Grain Terminal
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business
Operations Management Trainees & Interns;
Commodity Trader Trainees & Interns; Elevator Administration; Economics: Agribusiness:
Agricultural Education; Agricultural Science;
Manager Trainees & Interns; Transportation
Agriculture Mechanization
Trainees
• CheapTractorPartl.com
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Administration; International Business;
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Science;
Management; Marketing; Agribusiness;
Agribusiness
Agricultural Science; Agriculture
• Cintas Corporation
Mechanization; Occupational Safety & Health
Industry: Consumer Products;
• ARCO Construction Company, Inc
RetaiVMerchandising; Wholesale
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Management Trainee
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Manager: Project
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Manager; Co-op/Intern
Admini~tration; Management; Marketing
· • Balfour Beatty Construction
• ComfOrt Group, The
Industry: Construction
Industry; Engineering • Mechanical
Jobs Being Recruited: Loss Prevention
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Coordinator; Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety & Health; Vocational Technical Education; Applied
Physics; Architectural Engineering Tech: Civil
Health
Engineering; Construction Engineering Tech;
•BB&T
Industry: Finance/Banking - Asset Management; Engineering Graphics & Design: Engine~
Finance/Banking • Brokerase; Finance/Banking • Physics; Engineering Science; Environmental
Engineering Tech; Industrial & Enginee.ring
Commercial Banking; Finance/Banking ·
Tech; Mechanical Engineering Tech; Drafting &
Consumer/Retail Banking; Finance/Banking •
Design Tech; Graphic Communications
Investment Banking; Finance/Banking •
Financial Services/Planning; Finance/Banking - Management; Graphic Communications Tech;
Pre· Engineering
Other; Finance/Banki~ - Corporate Finance
• CoiDIIIOowealtb Health Corporation
Jobs Being Recruited: Leadership Development
Industry: Healthcare • Nursing
Associate; Teller
Jobs Being Recruited: Registered Nurses
• Bllclt Gold
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
• Coosolldated Electrical Dlstributon • CED
]obs Being Recruited: Agronomy Intern; Field
Paducah
Agronomist; Farm Technician
Industry; Wholesale
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness;
Agricultural Education; Agricultural Science; • ~ Jobs Being Recruited: Management trainee;
Technical Trainee
Agriculture Mechanization; Agronomy:
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Horticulture; Social Science; Manufacturing
Administration; Computer Science; Finance;
Technology
Marketing; Telecommunications Systems
• Bremner Food Group
Management; Occupational Safety & Health;
Industry: Manufacturing
Industrial Education: Electromechanical
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Engineering Tech; Manufacturing Technology:
• Brigs & Stratton
Mechanical Engineering Tech; Management of
Industry: Manufacturing

2008 Recruiters

Technology
• CSI Computer Services Inc.
Industry: Finance/ Banking · Other; Technology
• Software; Technology • Information Systems;
Technology • Network Administration;
Telecommunications
Jobs Being Recruited: business summer"
interns/co-ops; systems and IT summer
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Occupational Safety & Health; Engineering
Science; Industrial & Engineering Tech;
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical
Engineering Tech
• Gateway Medical Center
Industry: Healthcare • Nursing
Jobs Being Recruited: Nursing; Medical
Technologist; Diagnostic Imaging; Rehab
intem.~/co-ops
Services; Respiratory Services
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Computer Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
Information Systems; Computer Science;
• Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention
Finance; Management: Marketing;
Center
Industry: Hospitality
Telecommunications Systems Management;
Professional Writing; Technical Writing
Jobs Being Recruited: Customer Service: Food &
• Dell. Inc.
Beverage
Industry: Consumer Products;
• Gerdau Amerlsteel
Retail / Merchandising; Technology • Hardware;
Industry: Manufacturing
Technology - Software; Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Management
Associate; Safety Management Associate; Safety
Jobs Being Recruited: Inside Sales Consultant
Management Associate; Safety Management
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Edward Jones Investments (Calvert City)
Associate
Industry: Finance/ Banking • Brokerage
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Jobs Being Recruited: Financial Advisor
Health
• Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
• Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, The
Industry: Manufacturing
Industry; Education/Academia - Secondary
Jobs Being Recruited: Recruiting for Graduate
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Program
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
• Hardin Memorial Hospital
Health; Social Work; Industrial Education;
Industry; Healtbcare • Nursing: Healthcare •
Vocational Technical Education; Biochemistry;
Physical/Occupational Therapy; Healthcare •
Biology: Chemistry; Molecular Biology; Applied Athletic Training/Fitness
Physics: Civil Engineering; Construction
Majors Being Recruited: Dietetics, Nutrition &
Food Management; Communication Disorders;
Engineering Tech: Electromechanical
Nursing; Pre-occupational Therapy; Social
Engineering Tech; Environmental Engineering
Work; Pre-Pharmacy; Pre-Physical Therapy
Tech; Industrial & Engineering Tech;
• Harper Industries, Inc.
Mechanical Engineering Tech; Physics:
Industry: Construction: Corporation
Secondary Education; Public Administration;
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
General Studies
• Enerfab, Inc.
Health; Construction Engineering Tech;
Industry; Construction
Industrial & Engineering Tech
• Harrah's Metropolis Casino and Hotel
Jobs Being Recruited: Field Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Construction
Industry: Hospitality
Engineering Tech: Engineering Science
Jobs Being Recruited: Food & Beverage;
Marketing; Hotel
• Enterprise rent-a-car
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting;
Industry; Communications/ Media Marketing/PR; Transportation; Private Firm
Advertising; Finance
Jobs Being Recruited: Management Trainee;
Advertising; Finance
• Hawkina Research
Management Trainee Summer Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Advertising; Business
Industry: Technology • Software
Jobs Being Recruited: Customer Support
Administration; Finance; Economics;
M2nagement; Marketing; Organizational
Representative
Communication; Public Relations; Mass
• Healthare Services Group, Inc.
Industry: Healthcare • Other
Communications; Agribusiness; Liberal Arts;
Jobs Being Recruited: Manager Trainee
Psychology; Public Administration; General
Studies
• Herita~e Bank
Industry: Finance/Banking • Consumer/Retail
• Futenal Industrial and Construction Supply
Industry: Manufacturing
Banking
•Kemper CPA Group
Jobs Being Recruited: Outside Sales: Sales
Industry: Accounting
Internships; Part Time Jobs; Manager Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Jobs Being Recruited: Entry Level Staff
Accountants
• Firat Residential Mol'tple Network. Inc.
Industry: Consulting- Other; Finance/Banking· Majors Being Recruited: Accounting
Brokerage; Finance/Banking • Other; Real
• Kentucky Adminlstrative Office of the Courts
• Pretrl.al Services
Estate; Retail/Merchandising; Other; Private
Firm
Industry; Government • State
• Jteatucky Data Link
Jobs Being Recruited: Loan Advisor I Mongage
Banker
Industry: Accounting; Construction;
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Engineering - Civil; Engineering • Computer:
• FUntco. Inc.
Engineering • Electrical: Engineering •
Industry: Construction
Mechanical; Technology - Hardware;
Majors Being Recruited: Construction
Technology • Software: Technology •
Engineering Tech
Electronics: Technology • Information Systems:
Technology • Network Administration;
• Four Riven Behavioral Health
Industry: Healthcare - Mental Health
Telecommunications
• Freed·Hardema.n UDivenity
Jobs Being Recruited: Rotational Engineer;
Accounting Rotation: Construction Project
Industry: Education/Academia - Post·
Secondary/HtigherEd
Manager/Asst Mgr: Fiber Engineer: Field
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business
Technician
Administration; Finance; Economics:
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Computer
International Business: Management; Marketing; Information Systems; Computer Science;
Pre-MBA
Telecommunications Systems Management;
• Freudenberg Nonwovens, IJmited Partnership Technical Writing; Architectural Engineering
Industry: Manufacturing
Tech; Civil Engineering; Construction
Engineering Tech; Electromechanical
Jobs Being Recruited: Applications Engineers;
Cost Accountants; Health, Safety &
Engineering Tech; Mechanical Engineering
Environmental
Tech; Drafting & Design Tech: M2nagement of
Technology
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Finance;
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• Kentucky Department for Environmmtal
Protection
Industry: Government - State
Jobs Being Recruited: Geologist; Chemist;
Engineer; Biologist; Inspector
Majors Being Recruited: Biology; Chemistry;
Engineering Science; Environmental
Engineering Tech; Geology
• Kentucky Department of Fish and Wlldlife
Industry: Accounting; Government - State;
Law - Enforcement/Security: Sciences - Other;
Environment - Wildlife
Jobs Being Recruited: Conservation Officer
Recruit; Wildife Biologist; Internal Policy
Analyst J (Accounting); Fisheries Biologist
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business
Administration; Biology; Wildlife Biology
• Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance
Companies
Industry: Insurance
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Industry: Engineering - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Transportation
Engineering Technologist; Engineering
Assistant
• L. L Smith & Associates, Inc.
Industry: Engineering - Civil; Engineering Environmental; Transportation
Jobs Being Recruited: Surveyor in Training;
Engineering Technician
Majors Being Recruited: Civil Engineering;
Construction Engineering Tech
• Land O'Lakes Ag Business Placement
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Agronomy Production
Specialist I Retail Seller; Agronomy Scouting
Intern; Agronomy Sales & Marketing Intern;
Professional Custom Applicator
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness;
Agricultural Education; Agricultural Science;
Agriculture Mechanization; Agronomy;
Animal Health Technology; Animal Science
• Uberty Mutual Group
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Rrcruited: Personal Market~ Sales
Representative
Majors Being Rt•cruited: Marketing;
Organizational Communication; Mass
Communic:uions
• Mattress Firm
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Rrcruited: Sales Manager in
Training
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•MAZAK
Industry: Manufacturing
• Methodist Hospital
Industry: Hcahhcare - Laboratory/Research;
Healthcarc - Nursing; Healthcare - Pharmacy
Jobs Being Recruited: RN
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
• Metropolitan Nashville Police Department
Industry: Law - Enforcement/Security
Jobs Being Recruited: Police Officer Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Criminal Justice
• Modem Woodmen Fraternal Financial
Industry: Insurance
•
Jobs Being Recruited: Financial
Representatives
• Monsanto
Industry: Agriculture/ Farming/Agribusiness;
ManufactUring
Jobs Being Recruited: Production Management
Trainees; Internships/Coops
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness;
Agricultural Education; Agricultural Science;
Agriculture Mechanization; Agronomy
• Mosaic Company (The)
Industry: Agriculture/ Farming/Agribusiness;
Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Associate; Safety
Specialist; Safety Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health
• MPD, Inc.
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited:
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Communications/Systems and Web
Administrator; Embedded Systems Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Computer
Information Systems
• Murray Bank, Tbe
Industry: Finance/Banking- Commercial
Banking; Finance/Banking - Consumer/Retail
Banking; Finance/Banking • Investment
Banking; Finance/Banking - Financial
Services/Planning; Finance/Banking Corporate Finance
• Murray State University ROTC
Industry: Government - Military
Jobs Being Recruited: Officer
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Murray State Univenity WKMS-FM
Industry: Communications/Media - Journalism
• Nationwide Insurance
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Agency Capital Builder;
Levell Claims
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Finance; Management
• Nooter Construction Company
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Engineer; Project
Manager; Sales Engineer; Field Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health: Civil Engineering; Mechanical
Engineering Tech; Drafting & Design Tech
• Owensboro Medical Health Systems, Inc.
Industry: Healthcare - Nursing
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
• PEBCO. Inc.
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Engineering Science;
Industrial & Engineering Tech; Mechanical
Engineering Tech
• Pella Corporation
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Department Manager Full-Time
Majors Being Recruited: Business
.Administration; Management; Industrial &
Engineering Tech; Manufacturing Technology;
Management ofTt'chnolugy
• Pioneer Hi-Bred International Inc.
Indtotstry: Agricufturc/Farming/Agrihusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Rt~scarch Associtate;
research lntenrs
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness;
Agricultural Science; Agronomy; Biology
• R.J. Griffin & Company
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Internships I Co-op;
Project Engineer; Saftey Manager
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health; Civil Engineering; Construction
Engineering Tech
• Rehrig Pacific Company
Industry: Enginet'ring - Mechanical; Food and
Beverage; Manufacturil)g; Environment Waste Management; Engineering Manufacturing; Engineering Plastics/Polymers/ Materials
Jobs Being Recruited: Mechanical Engineer;
Plastics Engineer; Electrical Engineer;
Industrial Engineer; Design Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Electromechanical
Engineering Tech; Engineering Science;
Industrial & Engineering Tech; Mechanical
Engineering Tech
• RiverValley Behavioral Health
Industry: Healthcare - Mental Health
Jobs Being Recruited: Recreational Therapist;
RN and LPN; Therapists; Therapeutic Child
Support Professional; Mental Health Associate
Major:; Being Recruited: Nursing; Recreation
Theraputic: Social Work; Psychology;
Sociology
• Sachs Electric Company
Indu~try: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Technician I
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
&Health
• Saint Thomas Hospital
Industry: Healthcare - Administration;

Healthcare - Nursing; Healthcare Physical/Occupational Therapy; Healthcare Other; Pharmaceutical; Healthcare Pharmacy; Healthcare- Allied
Health/Technologies; Healthcare - Athletic
Training/Fitness
Jobs Being Recruited: Nursing; Physical .
Therapy; Occupational Therapy; Allied Health
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Samford University - McWhorter School of
Pharmacy
Industry: Healthcare - Pharmacy
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Sherwin Wdliams Company
Industry: RetaiVMerchandising; Wholesale
Jobs Being Recruited: Management Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Economics;
Management; Marketing; Liberal Arts
• Skanska USA Building Inc.
Industry: Construction
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health
• Speedway SuperAmerica lLC
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: District Manager
Trainee; Store Manager Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Management; Marketing
• Summit Consulting
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Loss Control Consultant
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health
• Syosenta Seeds, Inc.
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales Representative;
Sales Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness;
Agricultural Science; Agronomy; HorticultUre
• Trover Health System
Industry: Healthcare - Nursing
Jobs Being Recruited: Registered Nurses
Majors Being Recruited.: Nursing
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
• United States Air Force
Industry: Aviation/Aerospace; Defense;
Engineering - Aeronautical; Enginrcring Chemical; Engineering- Civil; Engineering Computer; Engineering - Environmental;
Engineering- Electrical; Engineering Industrial; Engineering - Mechanical;
Engineering - Nuclear; Engineering - Other:
Government- Federal; Government · Military;
Heahhcare -Administration; Healthcare Dentistry; Healthcare - Laboratory/Research;
Healthcare - Medicine; Healthcare - Nursing;
Healthcare - Nutrition; Healthcare Physical/ Occupational Therapy; Healthcare Public Health; Technology - Information
Systems: Engineering Biochemical!Biomedical; Healthcare Pharmacy; Healthcare - Allied
Health/Technologies
Jobs Being Recruited: Nurse (Clinical or specialist); Public Health; Scholarships available;
Audiology/speech pathology; dietetics
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Computer Science; Dietetics,
Nutrition & Food Management;
Communication Disorders; Nursing; PreOccupational Therapy; Social Work; Biology;
Chemistry; Pre-Medical; Pre-Pharmacy; PrePhysical Therapy; Applied Physics; Civil
Engineering; Medical Technology; Physics;
Public Administration; Clinical Psychology;
Speech-Language Pathology: Pre-Veterinary
Medicine; Pre-MBA
• United States Department of Treasury Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
Industry: Accounting; Government - Federal
Jobs Being Recruited: Revenue Agent
(ACCOUNTING); Revenue Officer (ALL
MAJORS); Special Agent (15 Sem. Hrs. A/C);
Tax Compliance Officers; Other
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• United States Marine Corps
Industry: Government- Military
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
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• United States Social Security Administration
Industry: Government - Federal
Jobs Being Recruited: Contact Representative
• United Systems & Software. Inc.
Industry: Technology - Software
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting;
Advertising; Business Administration;
Computer Information Systems; Computer
Science; Management; Marketing;
Telecommunications Systems Management;
Management of Technology
• University of Kentucky
Industry: Education/Academia - PostSecondary/Higher Ed
Jobs Being Recruited: NA
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• University of Kentucky, Tbe Graduate
School
Industry: Education/Academia - PostSecondary/Higher Ed
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• URS Washington Division
Industry: Construction; Energy/Utilities;
Engineering - Aeronautical; Engineering Chemical; Engineering - Civil; Engineering Environmental; Engineering - Electrical;
Engineering - Industrial; Engint'ering Mechanical; Engineering - Nuclear;
Engineering - Other; Healthcare - Other;
Environment - Environmental Science;
Environment - Land
Management; Environment - Waste
Management: Engineering Biochemical/Biomedical; Engineering Manufacturing; EngineeringPlastics/ Polymers/ Materials
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors

• Walsreens
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Retail Management
Trainee; Business Management Intern
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Walt Disney World
Industry: Communications/Media -Other;
Arts & Entertainment - Performing Arts~ Food
and Beverage; Hospitality;
Retail/Merchandising;
Recreation/Parks/Sports; Travel and Tourism;
Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Spring Internships
Majors Being ~ccruitcd : All Majors
• West Tennessee Healthcare
Industry: Hcalthcare -Laboratory/Research;
Hcalthcare - Medicine; Healthcare - Nursing;
Healthcare - Nutrition; Healthcare Physical/Occupational Therapy; Healthcare Pharmacy; Healthcare- Allied
Health/Technologies: Healthcare- Athletic
Training/ Fitness
Jobs Being Recruited: Nursing
Majors Being Recruited: Dietetics, Nutrition &
Food Management; Nursing; Pre-Occupational
Therapy; Pre-Pharmacy; Pre-Physical Therapy
• Western Baptist Hospital
Industry: Healthcare - Nursing
Jobs Being Recruited: RN
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
• WHOP AMIFM- Hop Broadcasting. Inc.
Industry: Communications/Media Advertising; Communications/Media TV/Radio Broadcasting
Jobs Being Recruited: Advertising Sales; News
• Youth Villages
Indu!>try: Healthcare • Mental Health; NonProfit - Other; Social/Human Services Family/child/youth
Majors Being Recruited: Social Work;
Psychology; Sociology; Child Development;
Family & Consumer Studies; Human Services;
Clinical Psychology: General Psychology
• Zachry Construction Corporation
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety; Project Controls;
Environmental; Engineering
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health; Civil Engineering; Engineering
Science; Environmental Engineering Tech;
Industrial & Engineering Tech

..............
tbewws
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St. Louis Chicago Cincinnati . Philadelphia Tampa Atlanta

Chesapeake, VA

Contact Beth Hunter at HR.,reo I.com

Looking For Qualified:
./Co-Ops

for mote Information or to apply for a position

./Interns
./Entry LeVel Safety Managers

.IProject Managers

CONSTRUCTION

I

THE DESIGN BUILD PEOPLE

Cincinnati Philadelphia Tampa Atlanta Chesapeake, VA
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Interviews: How do Murray State students rank?
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Regina Hudspeth
Career Counselor
Career Services hosts on-campus
intervicY:s for a variety of employers
throughout the year. At the conclusion of these interviews, either verbally or documented via evaluation
forms, employers continue to elaborate on the high quality of students at
Murray State University. Their comments reflect both the positive and
the negative aspects of the interview
skills they encounter. After all, "That
is what we are here for!"
The three most common complaints we hear are:
• Students need to know how to "sell
themselves more.'' Employers want to
know why they should hire you. You
can do this by elaborating on your
abilities and backing it up by giving
examples of your accomplishments.
Let them know what you have to offer
or how the company might benefit
with you as an employee.
• Students need to research companies more. You should never go into
an interview without having done
your homework. Vital information
students should know before every
interview is what product/services
the company provides, company his-

i~rd UniJ?e

C;J'b-~

1-.r_,~

tory, recent news making stories,
business methods and philosophy,
location/s, reputation within the
industry, prospects for growth or
change and organizational structure.
This type of information impresses
employers and validates your interest
in the company. You can find information by reviewing the company's
website, annual reports, and press
releases to name a few.
• Students should prepare viable
questions on the position they are
applying for, and· on the company.
Remember that the object of an interview is two-fold. From the perspective of the interviewer, it is to obtain
information that will help to predict
job performance, to inform applicants
about the job and the organization.
and to determine whether the applicant's "personal chemistry" will be
compatible with that of others in the
organization. The interviewees perspective, however, is to strive to present himself/herself as the most
favorable candidate for the job, while
gaining additional information about
the organization as a future place of
employment and to test the culture of
the organization to see if it is the
"right tit'' for him/her both on a professional and a personal level.

~--~--~-----------------~----

HAWKINS

HRI RESEARCH

IN CORPORATED

McWHORTER SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Jon Parker
Student Recruitment and Admissions Administrator
205-762-4242
jmparker@samford.edu
1-877-279-0008

McWhorter School of Pharmacy Web Page
www.samford.edu/schools/pharmacy.html

• Admissions Information·
Link to PharmCAS Application Site
Link to MSOP Supplemental Application
Link to MSOP Letter of Recommendation Forms
Link to Pre-Requisite Course Equivalency Guides for Area
Colleges and Universities
Pfizer Guide to Pharmacy Careers
www .pfizercareerguides.com/pdfs/pharmacy.pdf
PCAT Registration

••

'~·-~------------~----------------------------------~----

Join our team Visit us at the career fair

Bulf2808
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Explore Nursing
atOMHS
Leam how you can join a
unique team of healthcare
professionals dedicated to
quality patient care.

IT'S MORE THAN A JOB.

IT'S
YOUR
FINANCIAL FUTURE.
Heritage Bank offices are located in a variety of

great communities aU around western Kentucky and
middle Tennessee. With many opportunities in a variety
ofbusin~

and managemenc areas, Heritage Bank is more than

a job. It just might be

Located in a Vibrant
community, OMHS is one of
the most progressive hospital
systems in the region.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nursing Scholarships
LOW Patient/Nurse RatiQ
Competitive Salaries
Buybacks
Tuition Assistance
Full Benefit Package

• Shift/Weekend Differential
• Last Semester Tuition Re imbursement Up To $2,5001

your financial future.

Stop by our booth at the MSU Career Fair. We'll show you
just how neighborly a·great bank can be!

Memphlo. TN
310 Milos

Centrally-located in the heart of the Midwest .

For a career guide and DVD, call (877) 227-3841
To apply on-line; visit www.ornhs.org
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
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Management &Technic~l Training Program
YOU WON'T BE JUST ANOTHER NUMBER WITH CEO'S
TRAINING
PROGRAM!
.
.
While we take OU[ recruiting seriously we aren't out to hire
thousands of new candidates every year. CEO is looking
for those select few who can stand out and be a part of the
growth plans in the organizations future. That's only one
of the reasons our success rate has been so high since
the inception of our training Program.
For those candidates that want to make a difference, the
CEO TRAINING PROGRAM is a highly structured
development course designed to prepare candidates for
Profit Center Management or Technical Sales. As part of
our training program you'll learn the electrical
distribution business on the job, through home study and
in conjunction with our formalized training classes. This
challenging program requires a strong commitment from
each participant and encompasses all aspects of the
electrical distribution field.
All interested candidates should be self motivated,
sales oriented, geographically flexible and possess an
entrepreneurial spirit.

START
YOUR CAREE R TO DAY!

Consolidated Electrical Distributors Is An Equal Opportunity Employer

.-

.
'
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Explore the Possibilities
Sachs Electric
employee owned
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Employers check online·profiles
Could Facebook, MySpace or apeoomd b/og cost you your dream job?
At nearly .every presentation preADd tbe resa1t of .n tbW
sented by the Career Services staft
students are informed of the potential impact that social networking
Web sites could have on their job
search outcomes. · Of course. sites
such as Facebook. MySpace. and others are a great way to keep in touch
with family and friends. but students
should be cognizant of the type of
information they post. Simon Payn•s
article found in the January issue of
jobposting" magazine reiterates the
dangers:

I believe that
talented people make
all the difference in
the world.

"Employers are going online and
rejecting job seekers after discovering secrets candidates thought only
their friends knew, But there are ways
to use Facebook. MySpace and blogs
to make a job application irresistible.
Hundreds of students are having
their job-hunting hopes dashed
because of their pages o~ sites like
Facebook and MySpace, Why?
Companies are googling candidates
and fmd.i,ng a page with pictures from
last Friday (remember that party?)
and tales from friends on Facebook

Oat d lhthcsuli• Uk -~
at EnlapiN t~ that Ibm's ill nuxh kXII5
on C\'«)''OIt'silldividual3bii~$ and

adtlt\t!MilS It aD ms to &l With an

~that yoor mess ts uul)· up to )W.

This mtm5 !hat thm\ no oot S1md3rd
fonnull h1f domg thmgs IRJII1d lw.

walls.

k., mr.ms !hat rm MlgWnpat a!

"That•s not the sort of person I
want to hire." they say as they hit the
delete button on the candidate's

laming diflcmtl duogs fnxu awilt group

resume.

ortabrrd ptty« C\tr)' day. h's p

Luckily. all this can be easily fiXed.
Indeed. you can use social media to
put you ahead of other candidates.

10 be

au COIIIJ*IY wbttt Ml}'body's ~
- wbnba rbcy be busiur~ pbllowphits or
cukura idrJ5 - R

00(

only .:Ctplcd,

thty rt ~ of rhc my fm: of our sucass.

What company best
represents me?
I bdiM this one.

....

l,_llllt..... lt••~-*.U._...,._,._..,.,
Ora.Miea...l!ilalpla;lllili. . ..

@ta

1 I',.,..._

;.e:(JOJ)·--····Mii·' ....

Why Dnpr Lurb on Paceboot
There•s a deadly cocktail going on:
decHning privacy thanks to the
Internet is combined with employers
who are getting quite savvy at
Google.
"With all of these new technologies. a certain amount of our privacy
is just not there anymore. We are at
. the point now where informati6n
about us is out there.• says Susan B.
Barnes. Professor of Communication
at Rochester Institute of Technology
and an expert on onHne social media.
The other part of the cocktail is
made up of employers who are
i.ncreasingJ.y searchiDg a candidate•s
profile in online networking sites
·before malting an offer. A 2006 survey by the National Association of
Colleges and Employen found 11%
would do an online search. Other
studies say it's a lot JUsher. After all,
an employer would be missing a
weapon if he or she lailed to type a
candidate•s name into Google. it's
that easy.

Students are not getting hired. A
survey by CareerBuilder found 63CJ6
of hiring managers have admitted to
not hiring someone based on the
informatiotl they found online.
Jennifer Kushell, president and cofounder of ysn.com and author of
New York Times Bestseller Secrets of
"The Young and Successful." tells the
story of a candidate who appHed for
work at her company. A lut-minute
search found her blog. which blared
out the tune "Crazy Bitch" and went
into specific and expHcit detail about
what she thought about her "crazy"
employer.
"It was mind blowing that a human
being would talk about her employer
that way. never mi::! Cst it online
for all to see." says 1 11.
Needless to say. that penon wasn't
hired. Employen are J0in1 onHne at
all stages. says Roberta Matuson.
president of Human Resource
Solutions. which helps companies
manage their employee needs.
Companies search before they ask
someone in for an interview or just
before an offer is about to be. made.
so they can fmd out if there•s any
information a candidate might not
have divulged at interview.
How to Clean Up Your Profile
First. says Kushell. adjust your privacy settings. Facebook. for example.
recently allowed profiles to be search
ed on Google - so make sure only
your friends can view your page.
But that's not enough - after all, do
you know who all your online friends
are? It•s been said some employen
are using friend requests as a loophole to sneak up on job candidates
online.
The only real solution is not to put
this stuff online in the first place.
Matuson says take down those pictures that aren•t going to show you in
your best light. '"If an employer doesn•t want piercinp, take them out of
the page," she says.
Pictures of you with family or
doing hobbles are fine - just avoid
anything ~· that will stras a
baby boomer boss. After all, many
older people who are doiDg the hiring don•t really get the whole
Facebook thing. TheTre easily

freaked.
Make sure your bloc (aDd comments you make on other blogs) present the kind of imap you would like
to project."

.....
..... .......
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RESUME FORMAT

(Margins; topclleft and npt aides .7, bOttom .S)

(Y•r Naaae; li-11 ,t rat Altelll) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Saeet
Addrea
(Oty.
State,
Zip)_ _ _ _ _ _ __

(Specify pboaef# Cell:, Home:, etc) _ _ _ _ __
(ProfossioMI Bmail Addreei) - - - - - (WebmaiJ.. ifappliclble} _ _ _ _ _ __

OII.I'EC1'IV&
(State type ofjob you are Jookins for? List positioe. field, and targetlipeeific eompeay-ifbOwD)

To~•~-----------~~---------------------IOUCATION

(Lilt in reverse Chroaoloaical order; lilt ICbools only

if-.-

City, State!:!--:---:~~~~~.
Bsplcted Onduatioa Datr. (Mo I Yt)

IHtlhdlelt NUae"(beld)
Depee: (Bachelor ofScieac6'Arts elc)
Major/Area ofstudy
MmM~W~ti®

Cumulative GPA
Area GPA

/4.00

/4.00

obtiliDed)

Accreditatiaa. if~
---(lilt oaly if3.00 or abcwe; ~decimal places)
(list only jf 3.00 or above; 2 clccimll plica)
INTI!RNATIONAL~ wheaepplicable

(List ltudy abrolclor tnweHaa apen.c.)

SPECIAI.IREL&VANT SKILLS

(Lilt Computer SldUs, Fonip ~aDd olber Specialized Skills)
(Bullet aad beaiD each with teratiadieftina lewt ofbowledp)
Certiftcatioas lad Military Service may be iacklde ben or ill separate seCtioDI respectively titled)

CARDR ULATBD&XI'IIUINct:

(Liat in~ cbronolcP.al order-- your1iaolt teceDt job Brit Uld WOit backwards)

lDc1ucJe Co-op, •...,..... ......... Clinic:al, Pncticla etc.
LocatiOD(City & State) _~-0... Employed (Mo I Yr)

c......,N...
Job Tltk

Job Datiel (Bu1let lind beain eacb with I variety o(actioa ~· WIDII .. ~)

c..,..,.

---

CARI.DULATBD Dr~ COMMU&D
Pl-. .. Title contmued

~aclude KCOmplilbmeats (Bullet and

beam each with actioD 'W'Oidl; ae Wllld be lpeC.iftc)

OTHER WORK EXPERDifCE
(Lilt iD ~ chronolosical otder ·your most recent job first and work backwards)

c...,..,NaJM

Jobmk
--~-----------Job Duties (Bullet ad beaiD OICb widiiCtieD word~; Be brief and be specific)

Location (City & State>.~-Dates Employed (Mo I Yr) _ __

Include aecomplilbnlerdl (Bullet and beain each with action words; Be brief and be specific)
BONORSIACTIVITIES
(Bullet;~ into 2 columns for space, if necessary)

RU'Eilt:NCES
..,.

Available upoa ncp111t
(Ask befqn liltias 11 ..CatDCG; lilt 3-5 proc..ioaal individuals wbo can speak oo ~work related abilities; pt correct

speJUDa of DIDIO and oorrectjob tides; specify pboaiuumber; include complete maifina adclrwa; email addrea; specify timea
available)
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Onli·ne Recruiting
Visit Murray State's e-recruiting center online at murraystate.erecruiting.com/er
File

Edit

View

History

Bookmarks

Window

Help

Mon lC

the Experience eRecruiting Network- Login

![~J ~-~~: 1/murraystate.erecruiling.~~/er/securlty/logln.jsp
L4)T

Amazon

••v

Yahoof

~'Ill

~

::Enter

r

Explo~er

Students

Note: Please use Internet

FiRST-TIME USERS: Please
complete the Stuoent Self
Reglstr;atton below.

Welcome to the Experience eRecruiting Network at Murray
State University! The office of Career Services is excited
about our new system!

with this system.

To establiSh vour USERNAME,
•
please use vour MSU ernall
account. plus the last tour dlgtts
of vour ss~ .
Please allow one business c:tay
ror your reglstratlor. to be
pr<Kesseo.

This innovative network provides easy access to students,
alumni, and employers to important job and career
information. This network includes information on job
development, on-campus recruiting, employment
opportunities, and workshop/career fair dates.

Career Center Info

THAT'S WHAT WE'RE HERE FOR!!

Go to the School Web Site

:: Create account

Choo se a different school

.. ,,

Password:

Phone : 27o-809-3735
Email tne career Center

C.ooqJe

News tl208)T

Murray
• • • , ••

"' q ...

__ -· -·----

Employ.rs

J

:: Employers log in here
Career Center Info
Phone: 270-809·3735

I

Email the care er Ceot-

We look forward to working with you!

STUDENT NOTICE: By using this system, you are allowing the
Career Services Office to provide your resume al')d
registration data to employers who utilize this system. You
are responsible for providing current and accurate
information. The Career Services Office does not verity
employer data. Therefore, you have the responsibility to
research the employers to make educated decisions
regarding their opportunities. It you have a concern, please
contact us.
EMPLOYER NOTICE: The Career'Servlce Office can give you
access to student Information through a username and
password. We expect all contacts with students to be
legitimate, professional and in accordance with acceptable
• business policies. We reserve the right to revoke access at
any time. If you have a concern, please contact us.

Copyright ©2006 Experience, Inc. - All Rights Reserved
I Terms of Service

Privacy Polley

~ ExpERiENCE
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Career Services
Provides MSU students and alumni with a
variety of opportunities and assistance in
all aspects of career development. Please
use the following FREE services to maximize your career potential.

throughout the year, including Fall and
Spring Career Fairs and Teacher Career
Fairs. All students and alumni are encouraged to attend and network with company
representatives. Additional information and
a calendar of events can be obtained in the
Career Services office or on the website.

•Graduate School

• Employment Opportunities

The staff in the Career Services office can
assist individuals interested in graduate or
professional school by providing information on applications, interviews, scholarships, testing and admission requirements.
We have listed excellent links for information through our website.

Trained professional staff members are
available to assist you one-on-one or
through group orientations with career
planning, job search techniques and
Internet searches. A computerized program
called Discover is also available for you to
exp!ore job choices.

• Career Counseling

Career Services offers one-on-one counseling, as well as workshops to assist you with
resume and cover letter development, interview
techniques and job search strategies. Additional job search information is
available on the Career Services website or
in the office. Resume critiquing can also be
obtained through e-mail.

•Career Fairs

•Online Recruiting

Information on full- and part-time employment and daily, updated listings of job
vacancies on and off campus are available
on the website and in the Career Services
office. In addition, applications for local
student work programs can be obtained in
the office.

•Job Search Information

Career Services sponsors various events Register with Career Services through

the news
September 26, 2008

eRecruiting an online database. Through
the system, individual employers may view
your resume and Career Services can forward your resume to prospective employers. You can upload multiple resumes and
manage your own credentials electronically
on a continuous basis.

• Mock Interviews

Mock interviews are designed for you to
learn about the interview process and gain
interviewing skills~ Mock interviews can be
arranged on an individual basis for most
any type of interview setting and are held in
the Career Services office, unless otherwise
stated.
·

•On-Campus Interviews

Announcements of employers interviewing
on campus are posted on the Career
Services Website and throughout campus.
You can schedule an interview with a
recruiter through an eRecruiting account.
Company information is available in the
office and on the web and should be
reviewed prior to interviewing.

Please see CARW SERICES, 3A

e are proud to announce that Washington Group International is now the
Washington Division of URS Corporation. a leading provider of engineering,
construction and technical services for public agencies and private sector companies
around the worl~. Through our expanded global reach and broader base of projects
we offer greater opportunities for career experience and growth than ever before.
To begin THE BEST WORK OF YOUR LIFE log on to www.wgint.com.

W

URS Washington Division is currently looking to fill entry level and internship
positions in our Safety department.

S top by our booth on October 1st
for more information.

Washington Division

the news
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CAREER SERVICES
From PagelS

· Cooperative
Internships

Education/

By participating in this program, you have
the opportunity to apply skills and knowledge learned in the classroom to actual onthe-job
experience while gaining course
credit. The work experience can be a 'fullor part-time, paid or non paid, career-related position. You can elect to co-op/intern
for a summer, semester or an academic
year. To be eligible for this program, you
must be in good academic standing and be
enrolled at MSU the semester prior to the

work assignment. Enrollment must be concurrent with employment.

· KHEAA
ProJUam

Work-Study

The Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority Work-Study Program provides
job opportunities to eligible students by
placing them in career-related positions.
You must be a Kentucky resident, have at
least a 2.0 cumulative GPA, and be progressing satisfactorily toward completion
of a degree.

• National Student Exchange
Pro~am (NSE)

Through the NSE network, an undergraduate student has the opportunity to study for
up to one year at one of over 180 colleges
and universities at little or no more cost
than attending MSU. This program allows
you to take advantage of the academic
strengths of the other universities in their
chosen programs. Many returning students
also have new perspectives on their education and a better appreciation of their home
region, family and campus.

A hospital asks a lot ofits nurm. It asks them to manage th~

m~dicai ne~ds

ofmultipk

patients, to put in long hours and to do it all with a smik. For all ofthis, what do~s a
hospital give in "turn? At wt>strrn Baptist Hospital, nurses enjoy compaitive salary
and bm¢ts. on-site day ca"· gmrrous shift diffirmtials and tuition mmbursnnmts.
Carter development is mcouragtd with a clinical ladder program and ttst foe payment for om national sp~cialty urtification.
l'Ou got into nursing because you belitvt in healing and taking care ofpeopk.
Visit westernbaptist.com or phone (270) 575-2727 to karn more about a hospital that
will take care ofyou.

A ho6pital where caring

~or

patient6
begin6 with caring

~or

nur6e6 .

•

WESTERN

a.Jim

HOSPITAL

wcsa:mbJptl!l.com

Treating you weLl
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